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Man’s Love.—It is a poor and vulgar
o’ windys ! See the petty chickens. O-oMATRIMONIAL HORNPIPE.
philosophy which teaches that man can
o-h
:
Look
at
the
beauty,
rooster
!
Yon|
[The following amusing sketch from a
not love as truly and as permanently as wo
recently published little work, entitled ders old Aunt Betty, pickin’ up chips. Yes, iman,—There may be fewer instances,
old
Aunt
Betty,
pickin
’
up
chips
fo
’
bake
’
'“ Georgia Scenes,” is well worth reading.
there are many to prove the fact.
Good but
I
The writer is on a visit to Mr. Slang, bicky’ (biscuit) for good chilluns.
There are fewer, because the temptations
whose wife is the mother of a child about aunt Betty fo’ make bicky fo’ sweet baby’s to forget the first strong, overpowering
1
,eight months old. The child in the ad supper.’ (Child begins again.)
4 Hoo-o-o ! See windy 1 (Knocking at passions of our being are more frequent with
joining room begins to cry in the nurse’s
men than with women. Other passions
;arms. The nurse is a little s‘ nigger,” about the window. Child, cries.)
naturally try to unseat from the heart’s
‘
You
Rose
what
have
you
done
to
this
fourteen years old.]—N. K. Express.
child 1 You little hussy you, if you don’t throne any dominant power which tram
“ You Rose,” said Mrs. Slang, “ quiet
tell me how yon hurt him, I’ll whip you ples them beneath its feet, especially when
that child.” Rose walked and sung to it ;
its sway has been unhappy.
The busy
as long as I can find you.’
but it did not hush.
‘Missis, I cla’ I never done nothin’ ’tall scenes which men pass through give to
“You, Rose, if you do not quiet that
to him, 1 wasjissettin down da by Miss those other passions—ambition, avarice, the
child, I (ay I make you.”
love of fame, and many others—-every op
Nancy’s bu — ’
“ I is tried ma’am,” said Rose, “an’ he
‘ If you say “ Miss Nancy’s bureau'’ to portunity of dethroning love, if love be in
would’nt get hushed.” (Child "'Aloud- me again, I’ll stuff Miss Nancy’s bureau himself fi- i strong and firm. The daily
er.J
i to Id occurrences—bosi ness'j
down your .throat, you little lying slut. I’»»,
Z1
i it
“ Fetch him here to me. y«u goöd-for- just
pleasure, danger, strife, and all the many •
from want,
, . . ’ anaT wuti
. an.. oniy
. < .; viz : gardener,
1 Tanslated by Professorr Guenbalt.
as
sure
you
’
ve
hUiTfiirn,
as
if
I
’
d
seen
Energetic measures1!.
i
kind of Jack-o-all-trades
nothing huzzy you. What’s the matter ■
memories attached to them—strive to ef
the French of^ Salons de Paris.
eedmg rumed his consliUli;
footman and cook. The last function M- with him ?” Reaching out her arms to re you. How did you hurt him ?”
o save life you must half pJ
Here Rose was reduced to a non plus: face, by the crossing of new lines, the im
BY MADAME D’ABRANTES.
de
la
Tour-du-Pin
dreaded
most
of
all
to
ceive him.
•rler of the teeth and
for upon the peril of having a bureau stuff pressions of early years : but the diamond
id positively make a
“ I dun know, ma’am.”
In 1793, M. de Talleyrand was in Bos- see him undertake.
ed
down her throat, she dare not repeat the can neither be scratched nor sullied ; and
It was almost dinner time.
The poor
mainder of his existence jta (>n. One day whilst crossing the market
“ Nhei---- Nhun----- Nho-----Ma’am !” oft-told tale, and she knew no other.
She if the heart be of a baser stone, it may
Shocking folly !
’ ”
emigrant
went
into
his
little
garden
to
(Mocking and grinning at Rose.)
1 dace, he was compelled to stop by a long
and will, lose the image that it bore : but
therefore
stood
ihule.
ik at your “purged” n)M,
gather some fruits, and tarried as long as
As Rose delivered the child she gave
.on Brandrelh’s Pills for Liw iow of wagons, ali loaded with vegetables.
‘ Julia,’ said Mr. Slang, ‘ bring the child if it keep that jewel, firm, and clear, and
possible.
On
his
return
home,
his
wife
visible signs of dodging just as the child io me, and let me see if I can discover the pure, it will retain unchanged that which
has the firm, elastic tread of The witty courtier, generally so dead to ejth, his countenance is e|ei( 1 notion, could not but look with a kind of■ was absent ; looking for her, he entered the left her arms, and that she might not be
has been once engraved upon it.—James.
»ye is full and sparkling wilb ileasure at these wagons, and the little wag- kitchen, saw a young countrywoman who, disappointed Mrs. Slang gave her a box cause of his crying.’
Mr. Slang look the child and commenc
w life and animation; he
with
her
back
to
the
door,
was
kneading
The Preservation of the Holy Scrip
few days to his bed,buthe » ►tiers, who, by the by, were young and. the dough, her arms of a snowy whiteness, in which there seemed to be no anger ed a careful examination of it.
He remov
mixed at all, and which Rose received as ed its cap, and beginning at the crown of tures can be viewed in no other light than
he true BrandrethPms.ul iretiy country women. Suddenly the ve>ut any injury being sustained licles came to a stand, and the eyes of M. de. were bare to the elbows. M. de la Tour- a matter of course, without even chang its head, he extended the search slowly as a miracle. If they had not been under
in. Instead of being montbsia Talleyrand chanced to rest upon one of the? dti-Pin started, the young woman turned ing countenance under it.
and cautiously downward, accompanying the care and protection of Jehovah, bow
will be stronger, after he h
young women who appeared more lovely round. It was his beloved wife, who had
“ Da den !” said Mrs. Slang, “ come the eye with the touch of the finger.
He could they have come down to us from the
ed the attack: because his
exchanged
her
muslins
and
silk,
for
a
coun

elong e muddy (mother.) Did nassy Yo- had not proceeded far in this way before times of their composition, in their ancient
An excla
have become purified, and hay. ind graceful than the others.
try dress, not as for a fancy ball, but to play sey (Rose) pague muddy thweety chil
purity and genuineness ?
Thrown, as
' the old and impure 11111(18)1111 mation escaped from his lips — it attracted
At the luns?” (children)—pressing the child to he discovered in the right ear of the child they have been, into all quarters of the
y renovated, and he is notbome I he attention of the fair one, whose country the part of a real farmer’s wife.
a
small
feather,
the
cause,
of
cours
1
,
of
ail
particles, but has renewed his Ijress and large hat bespoke daily visits to sight of her husband, her cheeks crimsoned, her bosom, and rocking it backward and
The cause removed, the world, exposed to corruption of designing
Ih.
and she joined her hands in a supplicating forward tenderly. “ Muddins will whippy its wailing.
!
he
market,
and
as
she
beheld
the
astonish
men, and liable to have the conceits of hu
• of purging with Brandreths
manner. —‘ Oh ! my love,’ said she, ‘do* ole nassy Yosey. Ah you old niggy Yo- child soon changed its tears to smiles, man fancy mingled with them, is it not
olhing but the useless and de- ■?d Talleyrand, whom she recognized immegreatly
to
the
delight
of
all,
and
to
none
not laugh at me. * * * I am not ex sey,” (knocking at Rose playfully.) “ Da
wonderful, that they have maintained their
Ironi the body,—the morbifiii Hiately, bur<l out laughing.
, more than to Rose.
pert as Mrs. Muller.’
i of the blood ; those huiw
den ; muddy did wippy bad Yosey.”
existence, separate and apart from all
‘ What ! is it you V exclaimed she.
Too full of emotions to speak, he clasps' (Child continues crying.)
isense—they impede the huit
‘ Yes, indeed, it is I. But you, what are
Privateering.—Mr. B. a merchant of other productions, associating with, none,
)r when they settle upon that
her to his bosom, and kisses her fervently.
“ Why, what upon earth ails the child 1 | Providence, and a man quite celebrated and outliving all ? Libraries, rich and ex
ch, when they settle upon the >you doing here ?’
‘ I,’ said the young woman, ‘ I am wait From his inquiries, he learns, that when he Rose, you’ve hurt this child somehow or afterward for his liberality and public tensive, have been consumed, but they have
e rheumatism ; or, upon Un
gout ; or, upon the lungs,pro- ing for my turn to pass on. *
* *
1 thought her given up to despair, she had other ?”
spirit, was the owner of a most fortunate escaped ; volumes have been lost, but they
>n ; or. upon the intestines, «• lam going to sell my greens and vegetables employed her time Usefully for their future
“ No, ma’ro, cla’ I didn’t—I was jissit- privateer which sailed out of the port of have remained in the hands of mankind.
an the lining of the blood veshappiness. She had taken lessons from (t’n down dar in the rock’a chair long side
Language has been constantly changing ;
nd paralysis, and all the train ¿at the market.’
Mrs. Muller and her servants —and after o’Miss Nancy’s bureau, an’ want doin’ no Providence. On one occasion, when she knowledge has been fluctuating ; literature
Al
that
moment
the
wagons
began
to
lelancholy to the sufferer and
|
having
just
unshipped
a
cargo
of
sugar,
rmove along ; she of the straw hat applied six months, had become skilful in the culin thin ’t all to him, jis pinyin’ wid him, and he ’i&c. taken from a very rich prize, in r.ol- has flourished at one period, and been al
them.
these humors from the body is ( the whip to her horse, told M. de Talley ary art, a thorough housekeeper, discover j is begin to cry herself, when nobody wa’nti
[ ling it into the yard, one of the hogsheads most unknown at another ; and yet, amidst
• all these complaints, and ere- rand the name of the village where she was ing her angelic nature and admirable forti- ‘doin’ nothin ’\ all to him, and nobody wa’ut j
stove, and a quantity of sugar fell out.
A all this, the Holy Scriptures have been
disease ; this is no mere aw s
lude.
in dar nuther sept jis me and him, and I poor woman in the neighborhood, seeing preserved. Seats of learning have been
anstrable truth, and each day it I living, requested him earnestly to come and
‘ Dearest,’ continued she, ‘ if you knew was”—
¡If; far and wide it is becomioj s see her, disappeared, and left him as if rivthe disaster, ran and filled her apron. destroyed, but it has not been destroyed
j ited on the spot by this strange apparition. how easy it is. We, in a moment, under“ Nhn—tilling—nhing—and I expect you Mr. B. from the loft of his store called out, with them. The glory that rested on the
e and more appreciated.
surging may more depend up"
Who was this young market woman ? stand what would cost a countrywoman hit his head against the bureau.”
“ What are you doing there ?”
The poor bills of Rome, and covered the temples of
till produce sweetness or parity .
sometimes one or two years.
Now we
Greece has fled ; the land of Judah has
Madame
la
Comtesse
de
la
Toiir-du-pin,
“
Let
muddy
see
«here
ole
bad
Yosey
,
looking
up.
a
nswered,
generally imagined. Whatever *
J..
......
M..J/I..
„
. »
‘
’
((Mademoiselle de Eillon*) the most elegant shall be happy —if you will no longer be knocky Iheady
’gm a.,
de k......
bureaus.
Muddy
been turned into a waste, ayd Jert^alfitij
e will produce si¡'ickness/becaDse
'
Privateering sir !”
afraid
of
ennui
for
me,
nor
I
of
your
doubt
, _b<>3 « »pvlkrdTlt-r'chHdren '¿nd received the
will see” taking off the cliiM’s
faction ; therefore the necessity . among the ladies of the Court of Louis the
1 CJ I :int0
-x- 1heri bosom; thrones have
cise is seen.
< Sixteenth, King of France, and whose mor about my abilitiejr, of which I wilt give you finding nothing. (Child cries on.J
gid the I
Precocity.—(i Ma,” said a little
1
many proofs,’ said she, looking with a be
ant exercise cannot be used '
“ Muddy’s baby was Hungary.
Dat other day who has scarcely entered
........... i iher
.... | crumbled beneath their occupants, and au
al
and
intellectual
wot
th
had
shone
with
CAUSE, the
occasional UN
use el"I ‘
ünlÖD,
111“ OGCrtblUndl
.
.
■
•
fUne nn
witching smile at him. ‘ Come, come, you was what ails muddy’s darling, thsweety
thority has passed from hand to hand ; the
Ise is ABSOLUTELY required, iso dazzling a lustre in the society ol her nupromised a sallad, and I am going to bake ones. Was cbobongrey an’ nobody would teens, “ Ma, maint 1 get married ?” world has been shaken by convulsions and
its of the Blood, the rorttf merous friends and admiréis.— At the time
“
Why,
child
I
”
:
said
the
anxious
mother,
for to-morrow, the oven is hot. To-day the givy litty darling any sing’t all tor eaty ?”
ept free from those impurities when the French nobility emigrated, she j
k‘ what upon earth put that notion into your remodeled by revolutions ; and yet, the sa
event its steady current mi» was young, lively, endowed with the most bread of the town will do—but oh ! hence (loosing her frock bosom.)—“ No, nobody
bead ?”—“ Cause all the other girls are cred writings have been unreached by the
Thus, morbid humors are preforward leave it to me.’
would gim tsweety ones any sings fo’ eat getting married as fast as they can, and I waves, that have overflowed every thing
remarkable
talents,
and
like
all
the
ladies
oming mixed withit. It isnaFrom that moment, Madame de la Tour- ’tall.
(Q^7rs the breast to the child, want to, too.” “ Well, you must not think else.
us assisted through the w® who held a rank at the court, had only had du-Pin kept her word ; moreover she in
who rejects it, rolls over, kicks and of such a thing.
Ji she has provided for herself. lime to attend to such duties as belong to ’
Don’t you never ask
sisted on going herself to Boston to sell her screams worse than ever.)
The British Queen, all admit, is the
ieth’s Offices in New York
me such a foolish question again. Married !
her high, fashionable and courtly life.
vegetables
and
cream-cheeses.
Il
was
on
most noble vessel that has ever crossed the
)WAY, 185 Hudson st.and>
I
believe
it
’
s
“
Hush
I
you
little
brat
I
Let any one fancy the sufferings and ag such an errand to town that M. de Talley
[indeed ! 1 never heard the like
“ Well,
Atlantic.—Her safe arrival finishes the triPrince and Houston1^ .
ony of that woman, born in the lap of rand met her. The day after he went to nothing , in the world but crossness. Hush, [ Ma, if I can’t have a husband, maint I have ¡umph of Ocean Steam Navigation, which
8 North Eight Street.
(Child a piece of bread and butter ?”—N. 0. Pic.
(shaking
it)
hush
!
1
tell
you.
”
wealth,
and
who
had
breathed
nothing
but
South Charles Street,
pay her a visit, and found her in the poultry
[almost the whole world until little more
mover Street,
perfumes under the gilded ceilings of the vard, surrounded with a host of fowls, hun cries to the ne plus ultra )
| than a year since doubted. Her cost has
“
Why,
surely
a
pin
must
stick
the
ar of Green and Hudson Sts.
Royal Palace of Versailles, when all al once gry chicks and pigeons. Truly might have
The air Aflower
jj i»een
been avu.ui
about $375,000, which
includes
... of
J Cujo.
J —One of the
wmui
i.iuuuto
;. 154 Wood street.
child.
Yes,
’
e
bad
pin
did
ticky
chilluns.
she found herself surrounded with blood and
most
remai
kable
inslances of a veby
ge,a
e 1 her
her lurniture
furniture and
and fixtures
fixtures of
of every
every kind,
kind.
19 Main street.
•.... ’........
..........
y .................................
“".’-'
been said of her,
Let
muddy
see
where
de
uggy
pin
did
ticky
massacres, and saw every kind of danger
root being-supported without roots, is th* | Her grand saloon is a beautiful and magnifi/. 99 Fourth street.
“ Aux petits desoisouxtti donnes la pature,
dear prettous creter—(examiningj Why,
besetting her young and beloved husband
■. 56 1-2 Market street.
Air Flower ol Cujo. it is a plant without jcapartment; and the berths connected
El ta bontes’ etend stir tout la natbre.”
no, it isn’t a pin.
Why, what can be
3 Old Levee.
and her infant child.
! roots, and consists ol a single shoot, resem-1 wjt|) are certajn|y very superior in comFrom thee the unfltidg’d birds received their the matter with the child ?
) Meeting street.
It
must
have
They succeeded in flying from France.
! bling the stalk of a Gillifiower, but with ■ fon an(j convenience to any others ever
food,
Votre Dame.
, .
the cholic surely.—Rose, go bring me
secure from Counterfeit W It was their good fortune to escape from the And all that live know well that thou art good.
I thicker and larger leaves which leel like i constructed, The following description of
Yes, wood. Its native situation, is an arid rock
bloody land where they were busy at the She was all that she had promised to be. the paregoric off the mantlepiece.
: Brandreth's Pills.
her from a Liverpool paper, will probably
muddy
’
s
baby
did
have
e
tolic.
Dat
is
re without being positively* work of death.
Alas! in those limes of
or dry tree, on which it entwines itself. be read with interest:
selling has an Engraved® terror, the poor children themselves aban Beside her health had been so much benefii- what did ail muddy’s prettous darling ba
ted, that she seemed less fatigued by the by. (Pressing it to her bosom, and rock Each stock or shoot has two or three white
y, and (pyobserve it bail®
Feet, inches.
and transparent flowers, resembling the lii- Length from figure head to taflrail 275
jrtificate being any g«* doned with joy the parental roof, for no housework than '.f she had attended to the
0
ing it. Child cries on.)
•om date that Pills sold I'J111
hiding place was secure against the vigilant balls of the winter.
ly,
in
size,
shape
and
odor.
It
may
be
Length
of
upper
deck
245
0
Her beauty, which
Rose
brought
the
paregoric,
handed
it,
6
Breadth
within
the
paddle
boxes
45
eyes of those monsters who thirsted tor in had been remarkable in the gorgeous paltransported many hundred miles, and sus
ne.
dodged, and got her expectations realiz pended on a nail or peg where it will bloom Breadth over all 0
- 64
York County will be supp®
I ace of Versailles, was dazzling in her cot
Langley, my only Travel nocent blood.
Depth of hold
27
0
ed
as
before.
The fugitives landed in America, and tage in the new world. M. de Talleyrand
annually.—Molina’s History of Chili.
Estimated weight of engines, boiler and
)_ or by ordering frow “I
‘
Now
bring
me
the
sugar
and
some
first went to Boston where they found a re said so to her.
water
.
500 Tons.
England Office,
waler.’
T<i \9—BOSTONtreat.
But what a change for the young,
Fever and Ague.—Effectual Remedy.— 20 day’s consumption of fuel - - 600 do.
‘ Indeed !•’ she replied, with naivette,
Rose brought them, and delivered both The following simple recipe has never
,Y IN KENNEBUNK 31 pretty and fashionable lady, spoiled from ‘ indeed ! do you think so ? I am delight
She has two splendid engines on board, of
infancy by loud and continual praises of her ed to hear it. A woman is always and ev without the customary reward; for at that been known to fail and is now published 250 horse power each, the frame-work of
RN & Co.;
, instant the child being laid perfectly still for the benefit of such as may be suf
ik-port, by S. H.
beauty and talents 1
which is in a massy gothic style, while the
erywhere proud of her personal attractions.’! on «he lap, hushed.
iddeford, McIntire
Mons, de la Tour-du-Pin was extravagant
fering under this disagreeable complaint : working parts for strength, beauty and ex
At that moment the black servant bolted
The
paregoric
was
administered,
and
Adams ;
ly fond of his wife. At the Court of France .into the drawing room, holding in his hands
1 oz. Yellow Peruvian Bark.
cellence .of filling are admirable. Each en
liarn Huntress;
he had seen her, with the proud eye of a his jacket with a long rent in the back. the child received it with only a whim
1 oz. Cream Tartar.
gine stands on a single plate of ipetal,
.Chad bourne;
per
now
and
then.
As
soon
as
it
re

husband, the object of general admiration ; ‘ Missus, him jacket torn ; please mend him.’
I table spoonful pulverized Cloves.
weighing 35 cwt. ; four pieces of the frame
it Tibbets ; Caleb S.
1 pint Teneriffe Wine.
indeed, her conduct had always been yirtuous She immediately took a needle, repaired ceived the medicine, the mother raised it
work weigh each 16 tons ; the cylinders
jbey & Wood;
and exemplary, but now, in a foreign land, GuBah’s jacket, and continued the conver up and it began to cry.
Mix together. Shake it well, and take weigh each 12 tons; the diameter of the
ck, Parks & Wilson;
i
Why,
Lord
help
my
soul
!
what
’
s
the
and among unsophisticated republicans, sation with a charming simplicity.
a wine glass full every two hours after the bore 77 ¿ indies ; the diameter of the axle
5. T. Cushing;
matter with the child ?
What have you
ick, Sheldon Hobbs;
(1793) what was the use of courtly refine
in the bushes is 62 ¿ inches, and the stroke
This little adventure left a deep impres done to him, you little hussy?’ (Rising fever is off.
N. B. Before taking the above, a dose of the engine is 7 feet. She has in all four
ments ?
A thorough knowledge of ‘ La sion on the mind of M. de Talleyrand, who
h Wilson;
T,j
quit, Barak Maxwell,
Boone Fermier,’of Parmentier, seemed to used to relate it with that tone of voice pe and walking towards Rose.)
of Epsom Salts or other Medicine, should boilers, any number of which can be used
‘ Cla’, missis, I eint done nothin’’t all be administered, to cleanse the stomach, at one rime without the others. The diam
Free*
him
quite
preferable
to
a
rondeau
of
Cle

culiar to bis narrations.
Neddick, George fit
—was jis siltin’ down da by xMiss Nancy’s and render the cure more speedy and eter of the paddle wheel is 31 ft. 6 in. The
menti ; or ‘ La Coquette’ of Hermann.
bu—’
Happy* as he was, in seeing her escape
flat boards, which are 9 fl. 9 in. long are ar
certain.—American.
Repellant Qualities of Colors to Light
nder Dennett;
‘ You lie, you slut, (hitting her a pas
ranged in three distinct parts, presenting a
from
all
the
perils
he
had
dreaded
on
her
• Samuel Douglass;
ning.—A few days ago it may be re sing slap.)
I know you’ve hurt him.
Remedy for Dysentary.—Grate a dry resistance of three feet io breadth. Accord
own account, still he could not but deplore membered an article from an English
M. Merrill, E M. I
the future lot of the wife of his bosom. philosophical Magazine, detailing some Hush my baby, (singing the Coquette) oak-gall (or ball) fine, and stew it for a ing to her depth in water, the revolutions of
ner, Nathan Eiden,
However, with the prudent foresight of a curious observations in relation to the don’t you cry ; your sweet-heart will come few minutes in about the third of a tea her paddle wheels will vary from 15 to 16
ffin Sanborn ;
R
tarn’s Mills, Caleb «
good father and kind husband, he nerved repellant qualities of black to lightning, by’m’by : da de dum dum day, da 'de dum cup full of brandy and sufficient loaf sugar in a minute. She is supplied with Hall’s
do. J. & S- chimself against despair, and exerted himself was published in the New York Dis diddle dum day. (Child cries on.)
to make it very sweet.—For a grown per patent condensers, and thus the same wa
Asa Dolton; North*1
‘ Lord help my soul and body ! what son take a table spoonful and repeat every ter with which she fills her boilers in the
to render their condition less miserable than patch. The Providence Morning Couri
E. H. Newbegm ;
that of many emigrants who were starving er republished the paragraph, and in can be the matter with my baby ? (tears hour or two, according to the virulence of Clvde, will with a little addition serve until
hn McLellan ;
Something’s the matter the disease. Fora child a teaspoonful is her arrival at New York.
She has iron
when the little money they had brought ov connexion with it notices the fact that in in her eyes!)
ames McArthur, ,
with it, I know it is—(laying the child sufficient.
er
with
them
was
exhausted.
Not
a
word
Two or three doses will gener tanks between the timbers in the hold capa
»h, James Leavett,
alate case in that city, where the on her lap and feeling its arms to see if
ble of holding 200 tons of water, all of
of English did he know, but his wife spoke schooner Ida was struck by lightning, the
ally effect a cure.
’Sawyer ;
itflinched in any particular part.)
But
1 have known this remedy to styiceed in which is accessible to the pumps, and can
it fluently and admirably well.
lolles;
fluid avoided those parts of the mast and the child cries less while she was feeling
be thereby drawn out, and conveyed by
They^boarded at Mrs. Muller’s, a good- spars which were painted green.
the most violent case of dysentary.
I. Goodwin;
If this , it than before.
pipes to the different berths. But over and
natured,
notable
woman,
who,
on
every
oc

I
do
not
know
whether
the
oak
gall
can
■ eTbRAND^
fact can be established, it will prove of
‘ Yes, dat was it; wanted litty yarms be had of the apothecaries, but they are a- above this she has a patent still with her
casion, evinced the greatest respect and ad some importance.—Portland Adv.
241 Broadway,
yubbed—Mud will yub its sweet little bundant in the country and can be ob and can convert salt water into fresh for
miration for. her fair boarder, yet, M. de la
Tour-du-Pin was in constant dread, lest the
tained gratuitously at almost every farm in her boilers, and for the use of her passen
A Pertinent Question.—The Methuen arms.’ (Child begins crying.)
^t'sCYTHES,
The main sa
1 What on earth can make my baby the vicinity of Baltimore.—Balt. Am.
gers, as may be required.
conversation of that good, plain, well-mean Gazette propounds the following mathe
loon is about fifty feet long and, in the nar
ing woman, might be the cause of great en matical question :—“ If a man is too poor cry so ?’ rising and walking to the window.
( Do make yourself at home, ladies,’ said rowest part between the side berths is near
nui to his lady.—-What a contrast with the to pay for a newspaper, how many dogs (Stops at the window and the child
hushes.)
a
female
to her visitors, one day. ‘ I’m at ly twenty in breadth; a flood of light i§
can
he
afford
to
keep.
”
An
answer
is
re

,rs“lebywM. L0ß»*‘ft
* She returned to France under the Consulate ;
’ thrown into it from above, and the floor is
‘ Yes dat was it—did want to look out home, myself, and wish you all were,’
quested.
her
husband
was
Prefet
of
a
Department.
, July 3,1®39-

covered with oil cloth, over which is laid
Murder of Ridge and Boudinot.—We are
Olli “ the crisis,”-by rash and „ ,
indebted to a friend in Lee, for some par
rich soft carpeting of a beautiful description,
MAIL ARTICLES
measures at its commencement, creati« 'ist
ticulars respecting the murder of the Cher
while the sides are ornamented with histori
necessary excitement and subjecting i
[From the New Orleans Picayune, July 22.]
okee chiefs. Mr. Ridge married the daught
State to an enormous and unnecesJ.
SATURDAY. AUGUST 17, 1839
cal paintings, executed on a peculiar kind
From North-Eastern Texas.—By a gen er of Mr. Northrup of Lee ; her sister, the
pense,—and then, after the strong |at! 1
of canvass, which gives them the appear tleman arrived yesterday from Nacogdo
WHIG NXIMINATIONS .
widow of the late Hudson W. Bell, who
used, (he firm determination exnrJ?
ance of needle-work in worsted. The la ches, Texas, via Natchitoches and Red Riv arrived in town on Saturday last, directly
[Election, September 9, 1839.]
maintain the ground that had been h
dies’ saloon is also fitted up with great taste, er, we learn that considerable excitement from the Cherokee Nation, was at the
and “the note of busy preparation” ta ,
beauty and splendour, while the second prevails in the neighborhood of St. Au house of Ridge, at the time he was put to
FOR GOVERNOR.
consenting to an agreement alike dishoJ
cabin is scarcely inferior in accommodation, gustine and Nacogdoches, in relation to death.
to the State and injurious to ns ¡n, w
EDWARD HEAT.
the hostile movements of Bowles, the Cher
and but little in beauty to the first.
She states that about day break on the
The whigs stood by him in the “ L?
u-ial.” Most of them regretted his^.
okee
Chief,
who,
it
is
feared,
contemplates
SENATORS
FOR
YORK
COUNTY.
10th of June, four Indians entered his bouse,
She carries 32 hands immediately connect
nancy, but believing be had taken ,1
ed with the superintendence and manage a hostile invasion. General Rusk had sent took him from his bed, carried him a few
JAMES McARTHUR,of Limingion,
expresses in different directions for all the
right ground and alive to the
THOMAS CARLL, of Holhs,
ment of the engines, and her crew in all, in militia to turn out, and had already collect roils from the door, and stabbed him with
of “ the crisis,” the, were not di'“'
knives in more than twenty places. There
LOVE KE AY, of Berwick.
cluding officers, seamen, engineers, cook, ed nearly 1000 men. His camp, when our
were thirty or forty Indians about the house
that moment to embarrass hjs nroce7]
steward, &c., amounts to 85.
Her chain informant left, was within two miles and a at the time. Some proposed to burn the
COUNTY TREASURER.
with complaints against the impropriety
cables of 1 7-8 iron, are of the same kind as half of that of Bowles, and an engagement buildings, but others prevented, saying that
Elder ANDREW HOBSON, of Buxton.
some of his movements. They snn/ '
those used for 74 gun ships.
Her small was hourly anticipated.
their orders were to destroy no property.
him readily and cheerfully. They
Bowles, in the meantime, was hourly re Mrs. Ridge and children bad left the plan
“ Resolved, That in the recent threatened invasion ;! aside the less important makers for sulwJ’
bower, best bower and sheet anchor, weigh
of
our
soil
bv
a
foreign
power,
JOHN
FAIRFIELD
ceiving
reinforcements
from
Arkansas,
and
tation and gone to a while settlement
respectively 32 cwt. 2 qrs. 18 lbs., 43 cwt.
. consideration, and looked on’y to the
our present Chief Magistrate,'" has shown himself
about fifty miles distant.
They did not
3 qrs. 0 lbs., and 47" cwt. 1 qr. 21 lbs. A- the struggle was expected to tie severe.
wise in council, efficient in action, firm amid difficul question at issue.
There is little doubt in the neighborhood
Major Ridge was shot from his horse, ties, and unshaken by the terrors of the crisis.
or thwart him. But he, with the coi*
mong other conveniences for passengers we of Nacogdoches, that Bawles has an under
the day previous to the murder of his son.
Resolved. That he is just the man we need at nance of his party, abandoned the iJr'j
had almost forgot one. On the deck there standing with the Mexican authorities, and Boudinot was decoyed from his house by the“ head
of our State affairs, at this particular junc they had occupied, and forg<fu| orLs J
is a neat erection, in which cold, warm or that he has been instigated to this hostile one of the Indians, under the pretext of vis ture ; — being cool, sagacious, able.
ty to the State, of all his “ high reso| ]
“
Resolved,
That to his support, in the course of
shower baths may be obtained by the pas movement by a promise of immense grants iting a sick friend. At a short distance
policy he has pursued upon our North Eastern I.and noble purposes,” suddenly ehan»^’
sengers. Even smokers are not forgotten in Texas in case he succeeds, and that from his house, two others sprang out of i Boundary Question, we rally with cheerfulness and 1j bis tone, in obedience to the powem
Near the baths there is (shiftable to the lee moreover the Mexicans have agreed to the woods, and the three together despatch i enthusiasm, and again pledge ourselves to use all Washington, became the pliant instrumJ
and honorable means tn our power to secure his and yielded all the British could ask.
ward,) a cigar room, where smokers may attack the western frontier in the vicinity of ed him. It is supposed that these murders ;I fair
re-election to the distinguished office he now so ably
If these things are true, Guv.
congregate and offer up clouds of incense to San Antonio or Goliad to instigate him were committed at the instigation of John fills.
still farther. We are anxiously looking for
each other, till they become as smoke-dried as the results of the action near Fort Houston, Ross, who is the leader of the party op “ Resolved unanimously. That the North Eastern does not merit the gratitude of the |teoft
posed to a removal beyond the Mississippi. Boundary line ofour State is clearly and unequiv of Maine,-he does not merit a re-electL
herrings.
Thecabin of (he captain, chief at the forks of the Sabine and the Trinity,
Mass. Eagle.
ocally described in the treaty of Peace of 1783 ; —and«, to the office of Chief Magistrate ofik
mate and surgeon, are on the after part of which must have taken place on the 13th
that it can be traced and marked upon the surface of State. That they are true, emphafieallj
earth in accordance with the letter and spirit of
the quarter deck, and the roof forms a shel or I4th mat, unless a treaty has been ef
The yellow fever was raging at Havana | the
that treaty with equal clearness and precision, we en we Imlieve we can satisfactorily prove k
ter to the steersman. She is steered ««uh
fected between the Vice President of Tex at (he last dates. It has been very Inta I tertain
the Documents relating to the subject
not a doubt.
• double wheel, similar to those used by as am! Bowles, of whieh iberO was little among the shipping—several vessels being “ And Resolved, further, T hat up to the full extent have been published since the first oik,/
hopes.
London East Indiamen, or line of battle
deprived of their entire crews, and given into of the line described in said treaty of 1783 we claim ry last.
The Kickapoos, a warlike and dangerous charge of keepers by their respective con as our
L just
.....................of that
.......1 It may be well, perhaps, in order tn
right. —and H
for the maintenance
ships. The petty officers descend to their
tribe, whose skill with the rifle is said to suls ; and others cannot proceed to sea nghl u.vmlate we renewedly pledge our ‘ lives, our thorough understanding of the whnlJ'i
cabin immediately before the windlass, and be as great as that of the Tennesseeans,
fortunes and our saered honor,’
■ . .
■ . ,
n')le »
ject, to commence with the Message m |k
the seamen get down to their berths choke be Kentuckians or Texians, have joined Bowles, for the want of men.— Philadelphia Nat. Gaz.
Legislature,
at
the
opening
of the
We
wish
we
could
concur
in
all
the
sen

low the forecastle. The rigging of the vessel is who is spoken of as a shrewd, designing
The Monument.—The Transcript of last timents expressed in the foregoing resolu communicated on the 4th January, ®
low and snug rather than taut, but her yards and ambitious chief, well educated, and evening says :
We invite attention to the followiLH^
tions,—from the Allred 4th of July series,— tracts
are pretty square, and as she has studding perfectly conversant with the English lan
:—
“ It is reported that three brothers, men
sail booms, fitted on them she will be able, guage. The Texians desire no treaty with of wealth, and good men and tried, have as heartily as we do in those expressed in
“The longstanding question touchingM|
the
Indians
—
all
they
want
is
a
war
ofexwhen necessary, to display a good breadth
offered fourteen thousand dollars to the Bun that which precedes the last one quoted. northeastern boundary, 1 regret lobe o|)|i™l|1)
of canvass to the breeze.
When starting termination, since they have learned the ker Hill Monument Association, on such But we cannot. They are, in our opinion, to say, still remains open and unadjusted,
treachery of Bowles. The latter has always conditions as cannot be refused, towards
much longer lhe pacific temper of Maine is t,
from London she will take about 1000 tons pretended to act a perfectly friendly part ;
calculated to mislead the public mind—they laved, not only by the continued assertion of m
of coal on board, and yet is so capacious but the interception of several letters late the completion of the obelisk, and that the give credit where credit is not due, and pro unfounded and preposterous claim of
that she will have, or have room for. 1000 ly, to the authorities of Mexico, has shown work must go ahead and be soon con fess an earnestness and a zeal in defence of territory, but to exclusive possession until th
cluded.”
question of title be settled ; or how uluc|] |0|)#e|
tons of goods. She is coppered up to I/ him in his true colors.
[The Boston Advertiser says there now the rights of the people, in relation to an Ì her
‘‘ 7 patienc.-e is to be tried by the tedious ad
feet, and is expected when loaded to draw
appears
to be a fair prospect that the funds important question, for the existence of unjustifiable procrastination heretofore ihduH
18 feel aft, and 17 1*2 feet forward.
From Texas.—JI Battle FoughtLetters necessary to complete the Monument, grade
remains to be seen. For myself,! am persuai
and newspapers from Texas, give official and fence the grounds. &c.—estimated at which, beyond mere words, we look in ed such a slate of things cannot much lom>e(
vain
to
the
practice
of
the
party
in
power.
information
of
an
engagement
which
took
continue.
A struggle of arms, it is true, is Jot
A friend at Bangor informs us that a
$40,000,—will be speedily raised. In addition
The Boundary question ought to be a a poor arbiter of right between contendinir
few evenings since he had the pleasure of, place on the 15th ult., 75 miles northwest to t|ie sum above named, it is reported that a
of Nacogdoches, Texas, between a large (font Inrvtnn Lois
(15> AA
»-» • t-» -- .. gh
1 C\T\C\ .i Slate question, entirely disconnected from par- ties, and is a calamity too dreadful Io be ¡iditli
has .rviEr»
offered#4 $500
—Aanother
$1000
witnessing the first attempt to travel in body of the Cherokees, Caddos, and other gentleman
hazarded. But there is a point beyond «fei
nnJ n «iniitliprn
nunt lornnn
CJ 1 (\ AAA tr^(.....zl
... I’*’.__
mt
i •
■
.
ami
a
southern
gentleman
$10,000
toward
a new vehicle, lately invented in that city, Indians, and the troops under Vie com
ty politics. The whigs, we believe,—(and forbearance would be more than pusillanimity,
this
object,
on
condition
that
the
necessary
and which is propelled without steam, mand of the Brigadier General K. H. Dou
their conduct all along, and more especially ( It would be dishonoring our noble ancestry,anl
sum to complete the work shall be obtained
committing treason against those who are 1«
horse or any other power except that of glass. General Rusk, who was the prom at
hist winter, fully sustains the declaration,)— succeed ns.
once.]
The general government nw
the weight or gravity of the passenger, inent man in rhe engagement, gives the fol
as a party, have always been anxious that it soon feel it to be its unavoidable duly m ¡^¡i
which, as our readers know, is lost in lowing particulars. His letter is, dated 17th
Jin Elephant Shark.—One of these rare should be so considered and have sedulous upon a termination of this question-peacenik
if possible, but at all events and al all hazk
the usual method of man locomotion. July.
fishes
was harpooned in the harbor of ly labored to make it such, hut our oppo to
see it terminated.
“ We have had another engagement to
The machine, although not yet perfected,
Provincetown,
Mass.,
last
week.
He
meas

If, however, the general government,under I
whizzed along the street with astonishing day with the Indians, who occupied a very ured over 30 feet in length, and his fins nents, fearful that the Whigs might in some no“circumstances,
should be disposed to take the
strong position. The contest lasted an hour
manner
make
political
capital
of
it,
or
de

rapidity, to the great surprise of several and a half, when we charged and drove were 5 feet and a half long. He could open
lead in measures less pacific than those hitherto
spectators. The person who has invent them from their station, in which, however, his jaws four feet, and had seven rows of sirous of making political capital of it them pursued, yet I trust we are not remediless. 1/
ed this travelling machine confidently anti they sustained considerable loss, the amount teeth, 100 in a row, in the lower jaw, and six selves, have always manifested a disinclina Maine should, take possession of her territoryu
cipates that a man may travel, quite ea of which is not yet ascertained. Bowles was rows, 100 in a row, in the upper—1300 teeth tion to divest it of a party character. They to the Hue of the treaty of 1783, resolveil lo Dimtain it with all the force she is eapableof extflw,
Their numbers in all.—A*. K Express.
sily, on nearly level roads, at the rate of found among the dead.
were willing, last winter, to divide with any attempt on the part of the British Goney.
were
very
considerable
—
I
think
5
or
600.
twelve or fifteen miles an hour, and with
A place for Tears. —The people of Weath- the whigs the responsibility of the proceed went to wrest that possession from htr.mA
out fatigue accomplish, at least, one hun Our loss was two men killed and upwards ersfield are ‘ like Niobe, all tears.’ They ings in relation to it, but further than this bring the general government to her aid anil lie
I'p nce, if the solemn obligations of the. Consliltdred miles a day. Our friend is not quite of 20 wounded, amongst whom are my may share in their grief and their glory,
(hey had no disposition to go,—the honors, ti°n of the Lnited Slates be regardidtu of mi
brother and Major Augustine, of San Au
so sanguine, and yet he confesses that it gustine county.”
for as we see, even Bermuda is rivalling emoluments, (with perhaps a few im- ' validity.
?
Connecticut. She has shipped this spring
very far exceeds all his anticipations, and
“ This step, however, is only to be taka aft
important
exceptions,)
and
patriotism
were
the maturest deliberation. Once takes ii
rather nonplusses some of the conclusions
Honda.—The following accounts were to the West Indies half a million pounds of
to which he had arrived as to lire eff. ct of < rwnsnretl Ivy- ST,n.|„y o«eT,iiig'B mini-Prom tire onions and 200 barrels of potatoes. In Ber claimed as belonging exclusively to the SHOULU NEVER BE ABANDONED.
muda
halt
a
Iiorrte
or~sced
proituce<t
8000
“* * But whatever course yoti may thinl
administration party.
the machinery.
He probably overlooked South. They show that the treaty with
best to adopt to secure to Maine her jnsl rijlilt
lbs. of onions, 160 of which weighed 280
General
Macomb
has
not
been
carried
into
the fact, in his calculations, that the power
Gov. Kent treated this question in a ve I can assure you of my hearty co-npeiaii«
lbs.—ib.
of gravity produced by his own weight, execution, although the sixty days have ex
ry judicious manner. He took strong, but And if rashness do not guide our cofinsels, bi|
when applied to machinery of much less pired. The Indians are still engaged in their
Mysterious.—Mr. Ebenezer Matthews of correct and sustainable ground, The time our positions be taken with wisdom and pro«
bloody work ; and lhe people of Florida are
deuce, and then maintained willy-firmness u»
friction than itself, would give a motive pow now calling upon the Government for other 1 Monson, in Piscataquis county in this State, had arrived, he thought,
when efficient flinching and inflexible, a successful result It
er of some value to say the least.
This and more effectual measures for the security informs us that in April 1837 his son Ed
measures should be taken for the final ad this long pending controversy is beyond a rar
machine, if it serve no other purpose, may of their lives and property. Governor Call mund H. Matthews, who had been married
onable doubt ”
justment
of the points in dispute, and he
but
a
few
months,
and
whose
domestic
be made a means of great amusement, has sent on a commission to confer with the
We would direct special attention to lb
enjoyments
appeared
complete,
came
to
this
and we should think in this way may Secretary of War, consisting of Messrs. city to procure employment for a month took the necessary preliminary steps to sentences which we have put in Italics ani
Downing, Win. Brorkenborough, Gen.
compensate the builder.
or two, and then to return and get in the ward the attainment of this object. The Small Capitals. They, especially, deservei
We could desire, and we dared hope, Brown of Tallahassee, &c. We had a long hay upon his farm. He brought with him Van Buren party continually misrepresent i careful reading. We shall see, by and iij
with the Indians, from whom
how tlie practice tallies with the profess»
that some value to society, affording a conversation
we learn that they are in greater force, sup a horse which he informed his family he ed both the motives and measures of Gov
Il appears from the published Dociimwin
rich return to the inventive faculties and plied with fierier means, and more determin had sold for ninety dollars. He obtained Kent, declaring that the former had no high
on the 14th December 1838, Mr. G. W
skill of the intelligent mechanic who has ed on hostilities, than is generally supposed. work at Orono, and about the last of June er or other object than the securing of his that
Buckmore was employed by lhe Land A
lie
wrote
to
his
wife
that
he
should
be
at
accomplished it.
We should delight to It will become necessary to strike at them
re-election to the Gubernatorial chair, gents of Maine and Massachusetts io proceed
step on board a similar craft and go ahead again, and drive them ofl. The only ques home in a week or two. Since this timeHno
isjand that the latter were uncalled for. ill nd - to the Aroostook ana Fish rivers and see
information
of
him
can
be
obtained.
L..
on our own hook at the rate of fifteen tion is, what is the best species of force for trunk, clothing and pocket book were left
that no trespassing was committed on llii
miles an hour ; for we think that then we this purpose ? It seems to be the impres at Orono, but no money or any of the val vised and ridiculous. We have frequently townships belonging to these Stales, oi
sion
in
Florida,
that
another
species
of
force
heard it remarked, from a variety of sour those rivers, during the winter then ens»
should be able to twig a leg-treasurer occa
is necessary, besides the regular troops, or uable papers which he was known to pos ces, during lhe last six months,—(and we see ing.
He was directed, should he meei
sionally for Uncle Sain.— ¡Faldo Gaz.
sess,
have
yet
been
discovered.
He
was
al

volunteer militia, who have not been ac
1 with any resistance, or should any tlH
no
good
reason
for
doubting
the
correctness?
ways
industrious,
prudent
and
temperate,
extraordinary take place, to give ¡m.wili
A case is mentioned oi an unfortunate quainted with the modes of Indian warfare. and much attached to his friends and fam
of the statement.)—that the idea was preva-1 ate information at the Land office of llii
marriage in Hagerstown, between a black Either U. S. mounted volunteers from parts ily, ami no cause can be assigned for his sud
of the country which are familiar with the
lent in the Province last summer—derived ' State.—Mr. Buckmore proceeded on l)i
man and a respectable white girl, which re habitsand inodes of warfare of the Indian, den disappearance.
The distress of his wife and bis affection from lhe comments of lhe Van Buren papers \ mission, and finding the amount of def
sulted in the whipping of the negro by the and who can operate without being control
reflations to lie much larger than ®
mob, after which be was sent over the line led by the U. S. officers, and who can with ate parents may be imagined but cannot be upon Governor Kent's proceedings—that' anticipatefl, anfl the trespassers,—whoappwf
thp Ppnnlp of
,
7. ,
«Hticiprtieu, ami me trespassers,-whoappearinto Pennsylvania.—ib.
proper guides dash into the woods and ham described. Every day seems to them to be People of Maine, ns a whole, lelt very e.l
and lawless
lawless uicii,
me» J
.... to
... lie violent nllu
mocks, &c.,—or enterprising persons, who bring with it new death, a thousand times little interest in the Boundary. question
_
1
,
vyho
refused
to
quit
and
threatened
to re
We
will be allowed to settle on portions of the more distressing than an actual one.
that it was a matter ot indifference with &isl n,,y
lvho should attempt to
FOREIGN NEWS
public lands, upon condition of fighting the think this case should excite the sympathy of them how it was decided, and that the mens- lhetn.se|ve" or ’eatns,-assembled in large
Indians and protecting the country,
—or the community, and if any intelligence can ures nf Cnv
i ,i
nea% numbers, he concluded to return, and»»
Later from England.—The ship Oneco,
?.f
Kent and the a,f?nments of, the 22d January made a report to li«
both
these,
and
similar
species
of
force be conveyed to the family in reference to .
Drew, arrived at Boston, on Saturday, from
the
existence
or
fate
of
this
man,
we
should
are considered the best troops for
his political friends, should rather be regarded l Land agent, furnishing him with all the
Liverpool, bringing advices (to the 13th combined,
the purpose. At all events, Florida requires be happy to be the medium of communica as stratagems employed by the few for party j information of public interest which
July, three days laier from that port and
tion.
—
Bangor
Cour.
ascendency, than as indications of the state 1 l,iul b4een, e!iahled to collect. This repoi
one day later from England, than those arms, ammunition and provisions for het
own volunteers, for the present. A small
Mr. E. Matthews, the father of the young of Dublin fpplina in
by the British Queen.
fiij was forth wuh communicated bv the W
and bold band of about 40 men have con man above named, called on us last Mon Ol pubhe ledm? ,n regard to the subject. Agent to the Governor, the former .*1
The Cotton market had experienced a sented to act under a leader, to hover over day morning, on his return from Bangor,— VV hen, therefore, it was ascertained that the for
1
instructions and expressing the opin
very great depression during the week end the hiding places, and dash among the en and if any intelligence can be conveyed Boundary party, as they considered the ion that “nothing short of an armed ta
ing July 12th. The prices of American emy. They are to be allowed so much for to the Publisher of the Piscataquis Herald,
of at least fifty men, could effecHiallt
had given way to a very considerable ex the scalp ol each Indian warrior, or a prisoner, respecting him, it will be cheerfully forwar whigs, were defeated at the September break them up.”—A confidential message
tent, particularly on the 11 th, when the and the money has been raised by private sub ded to the afflicted family.
Printers election, and the party who cared little or was communicated to the Legislature b,l
demand was greater than usual and holders scription among the people. This band is throughout the Slate are requested to copy nothing about the matter, as they supposed the Governor on the 23d January, in
submitted to a decline, in many instances, to about proceeding to operations. We under the above.—Piscataquis Herald.
was the case with lhe supporters of Mr. the facts contained in Mr. Bnckmore’s re*
Id per pound. On the 12th, there being stand the commissioners will proceed to
Fairfield, came into power, preparations port were briefly recapitulated. The num
less in the market, it could not be purchased New York to confer immediately with lhe
The fire at Eastport.— We are now told
ber of the Trespassers was estimated at about
were
forthwith made for cutting timber to
within 1-8 to 1-4 per lb. of the extreme Secretary of War.—Richmond Enquirer.
that the great fire at Eastport, broke out
215, who had 62 oxen and 32 horses. ¡1
low prices of the day before.—Closed at a
in a grog-shop, and is believed to have been an unusual extent on the Disputed Territo was estimated that they would cut timber
decline of 3-4d per Ib. from the quotations
the work of incendiaries. Some men were ry. Hence the number of Trespassers dur during the winter to the value of $100,Florida
War
Renewed.
—
Official
accounts
of the week previous. 1500 American were
have been received at Charleston of the turned out intoxicated at a late hour of ing the early part of last winter, their de- 000. The Governor recommended that
taken on speculation and 2300 for export.
J Agent be instructed to pioceeil
treacherous
surprise of Col. Harney’s de the night, after a quarrel in the shop, in termination to keep the ground and their! r i
No political news of importance. The
a
8 hui ana then forlhwjth to the Aroostook and Fish rivers,
tachment,
by
the Indians, on the morning which a man was stabbed.—Threats of ihrpnt« tn
military and police had been withdrawn
lesist the officers of the law in with a sufficient number oi men suiiablj
vengeance were uttered, and were proba (rea,s
from the streets of Birmingham and the of the 23d ult. on the Coleosahatchie river bly executed, as the fire was found to have all attempts to remove them,
—v These we equipped to dislodge the trespassers, seize
whither they had gone in accordance with
town was comparatively quiet.
been kindled outside the shop.—Port. Adv.
give as rumors. Such of our readers as had their lear’ls> &c- &c- He thought rhenunibei
Letters from Constantinople of 19th June Gen. Macomb’s treaty, to establish a trading
---------------- ----------------------- /
opportunities of hearing the observations of' f|U.sgested h-v lhe Land Agent as sufficient for
represent rhe recovery of the Sultan as house. The party consisted of 18 men, arm
Fire at Frederickton.—There was a severe Van Buren mpn nn I
r
i,
/■ t1,S Pul'Pose ,o° small. The Governor,in tbi»
ed
with
rifles
;
they
were
encamped
on
the
almost hopeless. The heir to his throne is
an Buren men and leading the comments of message, says : “ It is not to be supposed
fire
at
Frederickton
on
the
2d
inst.
In
less
about 19 years of age.—The Sultan’s illness river, without defences or sentinels. The than two hours it extended its ravages to an the Van Buren papers last season, touching that the Provincial Government wink al
has not cooled his ardor for war, and he Indians in large force made the attack be extent that was never witnessed in Freder
Prop
°ceedings
eedings on the part of its cilcifhas expressed himself indifferent to the fore dawn —13 men were killed, among ickton since the year 1825. The Sentinel the matter under consideration, can judge !hese Pr
*** H ,he
for themselves
themselves whether
whether they
they are
are reasonable
reasonable
' contrar.V» we are bound W
protraction of his life after he shall have them Major Dalhain and Mr. Morgan, set-, estimates the damage from ten to eleven for
,. yJ
,cnsu,IdU,e i1 believe
this
.1.
•
. >
Doliove that it
h would be
he as willing
wining as
us»"»
seen Mehernet Ali and his son in chains be tiers. The remainder, with Col, Harney, es thousand pounds. The insurance was not _
oi otherwise, whether they should be re-1 Government to have them arrested.”-^
01
-»
fore him.—The recovery of Egypt and caped, several of them severely wounded. large, and the origin of the fire is not jected at sight or deemed worthy of consid-I Legislature on the following day p«8^
Syria would reconcile him to the loss of It was a complete surprise.
As at Eastport, and as is fre eration.
a resolve, authorizing the Land Agent w
Orders have heen issued bv Col. Gates, known.
Greece.
quently the case, there was a gang of mis
commanding
East
of
the
St.
Johns,
for
im

We do not regard it as cause for gratu- ¡employ a sufficient force to disperse “««
The German papers contain advices
creants
at
Frederickton,
who
were
busy
lot;«« that it, /• i ■ *1.
i
”,
persons found trespassing on the territory
from Servia which leave no doubt that mediate defence of the posts South.
this
and .established
pilfering the goods and furniture which were lation
. that the facts in the case show satisfac- -of......
- Stale, as .bounded
WuUUCu aim
............ by■
Russia was at the bottom of the late rev
left
unprotected
during
the
continuance
of
J
tor5|
y
lhat
the
encomiums
bestowed
upon
the
treaty
of
1783,
”
to
seize
the
teams, li*n»‘
The Public Lands now held by the Unit
olution in that province.
• and dispose of them “by destroyed States are estimated at nine hundred mil the fire. Several canoes are known to have the Executive, in the forego in" resolutions ^>er’
lions of acres, or what would furnish eve left, some of which were loaded with stolen are unmerited—that instead of\nanfullv de-’!otherw«se.” and approprifending thn riaht« „f
c
'
a‘ed ®10>°00 for the purpose of carrying the
Texas Prices. $6 per diem is the price ry man, woman and child in the Union, property.—Portland Adv.
F il/l n,.L n 111
awwza
f ¥V
a
.
a
,endmS ^e rights of the State and resist- . resolve into effect.
of Mechanics’ wages in Texas ; but beef is with a farm of from fifty to seventy-five
37i cents per lb., pork 75 do.
?’««»
wi,h fi™"7
encroachments of a
If G,)v. Fnirfield really supposed fe fl,
acres.— Portland Adv.
in this vicinity.—J\forridgewock Journal.
iore,gn Powefj he acted indiscreetly through- vincial Government did not wink at thi
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nnied. But there is a
•earar.ce would bo more
/onId be dishonoring ournoblem
.milting treason against those
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The general
i feel It to be its una-veidable

I

J

n a termination of ibis question-^
issible, but at all events ai.dal.Si
ee it terminated.
Il, however, the general mvwm
fircurnstances, should he dispwdiii
I in measures less pacific lh«
med. yet f trust we are notremfc

ne should take possession o/hlrt
he line of the treaty of 1783,nsolrd;
i it with alltheforce sheistiinAh
attempt on the. part of the Ml!
to wrest that possession Jntlt,
g the general gorernmenltolini\
'e, if the solemn obligations fit
of the United Slates be
dity.
This step, however, is onlijM.
niaturest deliberation. Oscitm
I’LD NEVI K BE A BA NDONKI).

* * But whatever coiiw.wrf
to adopt to secure to Mahwtajs
n assure you of my beady h
if rashness do not guide our mt
positions be taken with wisdmua I

and then maintained willita
hing and inflexible, a succewiel«
long pending controversy iskejitit

H

de doubt ”

Ze would direct special Hlleiii«
pix’es which we have put in I»1’
ill Capitals. They,es|feiial|j>
ft11 readimr. We shall see, if1
the practice tallies withllieyf
appears from the publishetl to
on the J4th DeceinherMft
kmore was employed bylte»
s of Maine and MassiicliiwW
e Aroostook ana Fish riw’
no trespassing was coinmfe'i
»ships belonging to these &
) rivers, during the
He was directed, sliai1
any resistance, or slwijln1
ordinary take place, lop1
ilonnation at the Lainl«^
.—Mr. Bockrnore pwrf'
in, and finding the
ions to be much laH1
paled, and the trespass-*!
be violent and lawl®18
refused to quit and llw*'
ny officer who should
selves or teams,—assent1'
tors, he concluded to reW1
22d January made Op
Agent, furnishing hira^,
nation of public interest®
een enabled to collect, ft
iorth w ¡th cominunicaied ®,
t to the Governor, the 1»^
n st ru c t ion s and ex pressing J‘
iat “nothing short of an w
least fifty men, could
them up.”—A confident
communicated to the W"
overnor on the 23d
acts contained in Mr.
were briefly recapitulated’the Trespassers wasestiinje
vho had 62 oxen and ii ;
stimated that they
c,:
g the winter to the value
The Governor recoimj*
.and Agent be instrucie J
vith to the Aroostook *
a sufficient number ol
'
ped to dislodge the tiesP ’

sted by the Land Agent,a
urpose too small. I be “ (i
ue savs : “ H 'S »ol 10
the Provincial Gover2"^
proceedings on the | ^
On the contrary.
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ethat it would he as A
•nn.entto have t’etnjej
nture on the
)lve, authorizing t
ef!
y a sufficient force¡to ( S
1S found trespassing ^
State, as bounded a e j
aty of]783,”toseiz the(|
c/ and dispose 01 them
? same or ol^elWI 'orcarf
10,000 for the purposed
. into effect.
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Fairfield rejl’y S,,J^

ov. I
vernmeni did not
Government

„hivh ;led
vv; him,' The elections, which have recently Ta-» “ A settler.”—-The editor of die Louis- (
ceedings on the part of the Trespassers, and his devotion to parly,—which
PROBATE NOTICES
j ken place, are not, as a whole, just what we ville Journal puts the following questions to
was willing to have them arrested, would he amid “ the terrors of
c/’the
‘‘ crisis,” to displace
J- 1
not have “ shown himself” somewhat more faithful and efficient officers, to make room ¡ should like to have them. But as they are, the Van Buren preachers against Banks, In At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
“ cool, sagacious and able,” not to say cour- for inexperienced and less efficient men,— ¡ here they are. We shall probably have full
within and for the County of York, on the
corporations, &c.■
teous, if he had in some manner advised f]jd not contribute to augment and protract
Hrst Monday in August, in the year of
the Lt. Governor of New Brunswick of the the disturbances—whether there was so returns from all, or most, of the States next
“ Why did Mr. Van Buren, when he left
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine,
measures which it was thought by the an- ¡ much regard to economy in his movements week, which may give the matter a brighter Washington, deposite his plate and Jewelry
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
thorities of this State that the exigency re- as a just regard to the interestsofthepeo- aspect.
If not, we must “ take it as it in a bank, instead of confiding them to his
of said Court:
leg-treasurers ?
if the leg-treasurers are
quired, and invited his co-operation in exH pie required, and whether he exhibited that comes.”
LIZABETH FISK, administratrix of
not good enough to be trusted with his per
pelling the intruders? He
I1 need not have soundness of judgment, coolness and forethe estate of Abner Fisk, late of Wells,
Tennessee.—The Express of Wednesday sonal trinkets, are they good enough to
■s'—
— sight which should be the characteristics of
asked permission to expel the trespassers
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having
he need have done nothing to cornpromit the Chief-Magistrate of a State—whether, in evening publishes returns from more than be trusted with the revenue of the nation?” presented her first account of administration
the dignity and honor of the State, but it fine, he is the man for the “ head of our two thirds of the Slate. In the counties
(l/^A severe Thunder shower, accompan of the estate of said deceased, for allowance ;
does strike us, that if “he had been just State affairs at this particular juncture.” We heard from the Van Buren gain (compared
and also her private account against the es
with
the
vote
al
the
Presidential
election,)
is
the man we needed at the head of our State shall enquire, next week, concerning his
ied with hail, visited Denmark, Oxford coun
6922. Nearly all the strong Van Buren ty, on the 29th ult. Within about one mile tate of said deceased ; and the widow having
affairs at that particular juncture,” he would firmness, efficiency, &c.
presented her petition for an allowance out of
counties are now in. It is probable that
have exhibited more coolness, more sagacity,
Cannon (whig) will be re-elected by a small square, 6 or 700 panes of glass were broken, the personal property of said deceased :
and guarded against any unnecessary ex
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
COUNTY OFFICERS.
majority. Polk, (late Speaker of the U. S. the corn and grain were wholly destroyed
citement or hasty and groundless collision.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Mr. Hamlin (whig) was removed from the
As we do not learn that any arrangements , House of Representatives) is the Van Buren and even grass was beat down and very ing a copy of this order to be published
office of Land Agent and Mr. McIntire!I have been made for the holding of a Whig , candidate.—A few returns only have been much injured. Some of the hail stones three weeks successively in the Kenne
received of memberselect to the Slate Legis
(V. B.) was appointed. We presume no can
Convention, prior to the annual lature.
So far as heard from, six whig were as “ large as hen’s eggs,’’ and “ driven bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
did man of any party will deny that Mr. County
'
election,
and
as
the
election
is
near
at
hand,
and
5
loco
foeo Senators, and 6 whig and 13 with such force, that they would undoubt county, that they may appear at a Probate
Hamlin was much better calculated for <
loco
toco
Representatives
are chosen, making edly have killed a person bad he been ex Court to be held at Alfred, in said county, on
the office than Mr. McIntire, and more es we have thought it advisable, after consulta
the first Monday of September next, at ten of
pecially for the discharge of the duties de- ttion with our friends, to place under the ap a loco foco gain of 2 in the Senate and 3 in posed to them.”
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
the House.
volved upon that officer by-the resolve of
if any they have, why the same should not
head, to-day, the nominations for
Congressmen.
24th January. The removal of an agent propriate
1
The Belfast Journal of 1st inst. says, a be allowed.
who was well acquainted with all jhe details *Senators and Treasurer, which were unan
Whigs.
Loco Focos.
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
field of wheat in Waldo Plantation has been
of the business and the appointment of one jimously agreed upon by the Whig Con 1st Dis. W. B. Carter,
2d, A. McClellan,
A true copy,—Attest,
entirely ruined by the weevil. The own
—(Mr. McIntire’s nomination was not con- vention, at Alfred, on the llth of July, 34 A Jos. L. VV illiams, 5th, H. L. Turney,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
4th, < • Wtn. D. Stone * 9th, H. M. Watterson. er was about to mow it for fodder. The field
firmed until the 25th Jan.)—wholly inexpeAugust 10.
((
last
year.
We
doubt
not
that
in
so
doing
,
10th,
Aaron
V.
Brown.
Wm.
B
Campbell
6th,
rienced—under the peculiar circumstances of
contained 6 acres.
Loco Foco gain.
Bell.f
act in accordance with the wishes of 7th tí John
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
the case—betrayed, most assuredly, a greater we
'
M. P. Gentry,
llth, Cave Johnson, Lo
> 8th
within and for the County of York, on thefirst
re«ard for the promotion of party objects our
(
political friends throughout the county; !“2th 14 J. W. Crockett,*
co Foco gain.
Monday w August, in the year of our Lord
than for the public good, on the part of the —the nominations were received, last year, 13th ii C. H. Williams.*
TO PARENTSI
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the Hon.
Governor and Council. But so it was. Mr.
*Not heard from, but are probably elected.
with
strong
manifestations
of
approval
by
Read
the
following
Hard.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
McIntire started off’with “ 200 chosen men”
fin the 7lh District, John Bell is re-elected by
party
the gentlemen named are well 1272 majority. Nashville gave him 113 majori DR. JVM. EVANS' CELEBRATED SOOTH EDWARD E. BOURNE, administrator of
and a “ six pounder.” Mr. Hamlin, it will the
l
the estate of John Bourne, late of Ken
be recollected, who had advised with Mr. known
|
as worthy the hearty support and en ty, and the Hermitage, Gen. Jackson’s precinct, ING SYRUP, FOR CHILDREN TEETHING.
Buekmore who hail just returned from the tire confidence of the People, as “ honest, ca 59. The Hermitage gave Cannon 60 majority.
HIS infallible remedy has preserved hun- nebunk, in said county, deceased, having
b
dreds of children, when thought past re presented his first account of administration
scene of operation, thought 50 men would
and faithful to the Constitution.” We
lie a sufficient force to drive away the in- pable
i
North Carolina.—From this State the covery, from convulsions. As soon as the Sy of the estate of said deceased for allowance :
ORDERED—That the said administrator
the whigs of York will come out on the returns are incomplete, but look well so far. rup is rubbed on the gums, the child will recov
truders. But the new Land Agent raised trust
1
This preparation is so innocent, so effica give notice to all persons interested, by caus
200 men for this service—a much larger 9th
•
of September and give them a strong It is ascertained that six whigs and four Lo- er.
and so pleasant that no child will refuse to ing a copy of this order to be published three
number than was recommended or was ne vote.
cofocos have been elected to Congress—1 cious,
let its gums be rubbed with it. When infants
cessary, and at no trifling cost to the Slate.
whig gain. From the8di, 9th and llth dis are at the age of four months, though there is weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
“ The Laud Agent with his company pass
tricts partial returns only have come to hand. no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
ed down the Aroostook to near its mouth,
County Convention of Teachers.—The The 8th and Llth were represented in the should be used on the gums, to open the pores.3 that they rnay appear at a Probate Court
.......... ..........
—r in
..i 10 l'e he,<1 ~at 'A,Fred, in said county,
finding the places of operation abandoned by Gazette of 27th ult. contained a communica last Congress by loeo foeos—the 9th by a Parents should never be without
the -j
Syrup
for on the first Monday
next, at ten
the trespassers.”
On the llth February tion suggesting the expediency of a County whig. It is not improbable that the whigs 1 h 6 li'ursery
i, < .'. I > wherVuierZ a’rTyZuZgchildrm/.
----- —
v of September
.
1 -ij wakes
_ 1___,.ki
«„Uhnight
rxnin with
in tho
p!hpof
U in
fni’pnnrm.
shfiW and
cause*
in the
painnfflip
in the
thethp
clock
iu the /ind
forenoon,
shew cause,
the “ grand company” captured a gang of Convention of Teachers, School Committees have succeeded in the 8th and 9th—in the if a child
about20, “ who had been operating.further up and others friendly to otir Common Schools, I 11th the locos are doubtless in the ascend- gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op if any they have, why the same should not
ening the pores and healing the gums—thereby be allowed.
the river,” and who made no resistance—the accornpanied with a request that the other ant.
preventing Convulsions, Fevers, A c.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
nng-leaders of the gang were sent to Ban papers in the county would copy it. “ A Pa
{¿pA severe case of Teething with Summer
A true copy—Attest,
gor, where they were imprisoned. On the rent,” in the Democrat of 6th, looks upon this
Kentucky.—We have nothing definite Complaint, cured by the infallible American
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
evening of the llth, Mr. McIntire, with 4 suggestion as a “ white heap,” full of danger, of from
|
this State. At the closing of the polls Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. M August 10.
others, repaired to the house of a Mr. which he counsels the good people to beware. ,on the 2d day, in the 8th congressional dis Pherson, residing at No. 8 Madison street,
Fitz Herbert, “ about 4 miles from where His allegations are visionary and unfounded, trict, Graves (whig) was running well, and it N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of Jit a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
the company were then stationed,” lor the and the whole article gives evidence of a was supposed would be re-elected—in the 6th fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the
within and for the County of York, on the
purpose of passing the night there, and also narrow ness of mind and illiberality of spirit district,
(
the' chances were in favor of the Syrup for her child, who was suffering excrucia first Monday m August, in the year of our
expecting to meet the Land Agent for the which are rather calculated to excite pity than election
,
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by
of Green (whig) —in the 13th, South ting pain during the process of dentition, being
Province, to whom he bad written, inviting a indignation.
, gate’s (whig) friends were quite confident of momentarily threatened with convulsions, its
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
bowels
were
exceeding
loose,
and
no
food
could
meeting at that place. The trespassers learn
“ A Parent” says the communication bears his
■ re-election.
Court :
be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate
ing these facts, seized our Agent and his lour internal evidence of“ foreign fabrication,” and
OHN TREFETHREN, administrator of
ly
on
its
application,
the
alarming
symptoms
ceas

companions and transported them beyond talks about an “ improper inteference with our
the estate of Tristram Littlefield, late of
Indiana,—The returns from this State ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on
the bounds of the Slate. A man who well domestic, concerns.” The article was writ- are
Kennebunk, in said county, yeoman, deceas
■ incomplete, and as far as received not the gums, the bowels in a short time became
understood the business in which he was ten in this village, at the suggestion of gen very flattering. Rariden (whig) is re-elected natural As a tribute of gratit ude for the bene ed, having presented his first account of ad
engaged, would not thus have left his forces tlemen of different religious and political in the 5th congressional district. It is feared fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction ministration of the estate of said deceased, for
and retired to a house 4 miles distant “ to creeds, from the towns of Alfred, Wells and that Dunn, in the 3d district, and Graham, in ed publicity to the above Pray be particular in allowance :
spend the night.” He would not have been Kennebunk port. —He thinks, too, that one the 4th, are beaten, We have nothing defi applying for Dr. WM. EVANS’ SOOTHING
ORDERED— That the said administrator
SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad give notice to all persons interested, by
so incautious and imprudent. The “ sagaci of its objects is “that a favorite portion of nite, however, from these districts.
vertised.
Principal
Office,
100
Chatham
Street.
ty” evidenced by the Governor, in appointing the book-trading interest here may be per
¡causing a copy of this order to be published
Mr. McIntire to this office, at a time when its mitted to participate in the benefits of the
AGENTS.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Power of Locomotive Engines.—A trial
duties required the exercise of more than school book making, and common or classic of the power of a Locomotive Engine, built at
D. Renick, Kennebunk, MeGazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun
ordinary judgment and activity, is not cal al bookselling ” Poor man, fearful that such
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
ty, that they may appear ata Probate Court
James Crocket, Norway ;
culated* to elevate him materially in the es might possibly be an effect of the convention, Lowell, for the Western Rail Road, was made
to be held at Alfred, in said county, on
Thomas Chase, N. Yarmouth ;
timation of the people. It at this juncture and suffering from the severe pangs of en on the Lowell Rail Road a few days since.
the first Monday of September next, at
J. Griffin, Brunswick ; and
Mr. Fairfield had acted as Governor of vy and malignity, he could not contain him- The load attached to the Engine, consisted
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
Henry Cushman, Corner of Plumb and Mid
the State anil not of a party, a deal of trouble <jp|f—he must give utterance to his fears. of 63 cars, filled with merchandize, which
cause, if any they have, why the same should
dle Streets, Portland, Me.
and thousands of dollars would have been He may be quiet, as such an idea probably
not be allowed.
June 8, 1839.
weighed
666,140
pounds
or
333
tons
of
2000
Attest« Wri. Cutter Allen, Register.
saved.
neverentcred the head of any one save bimAmong the “ Land Agent’s company” was jself,—» The profits on school booksare enor lbs. This was started without difficulty and
A true copy,—Attest,
HYMENEAL
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
a M»J. Strickland, then just appointed to»the mous.” Indeed ! We know of some who drawn two or three miles over the le^el
August 10.
Sheriffalty of Penobscot County. Col. Carr, have had a little experience in this line, but part of the road, at a rate of 8 or 10 miles
MARRIED—In Kennebunk, i2tb inst. by
who was removed to make room for Maj. who have failed to discover this fact.
Rev. Mr. Sibley of Kennebunk-port, Mr Horace i B
AKIM FTSMmX
It is
S., we presume it will be admitted on ail not correct. Time was when the remark an hour. A fresh north westerly wind, ad Chick, of Cambrige, Mass, to Miss Hannah1
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
bands, is infinitely his superior, so tar at could have been made justly, but that time is verse to the direction of the train, was.blow Wells, daughter of Joseph Wells, Esq of
least as relates to the necessary qualifications not now — The frequent “ changing of books” ing at the time, arid on coming to a part of Kennebunk.
AS taken the office in this village lately
In Waterborough. 30th nit. Mr. Sylvanos
for the office of Sheriff', and more especially is a plan “ for the benefitting of bookmakers the road where the wind blew with full
occupied by J. Bradbury, Esq., and
Knox of Lyman, to Miss Sosan Roberts of W.
for that office in troublous limes.
'I'liis and l ooksellers,” .md is a “ serious obstacle to
•
will
promptly attend to such professional bu
Maj. Strickland was in fact commander in the education of the poor.” All wrong. The force in an oblique direction upon the whole
siness as may be entrusted to his care.
OBITUARY
length
of
the
train,
the
engine
came
to
a
stop
chief ot the “ civil posse” which accompan frequent changing of books is a disadvantage
Refer to
ied the agent. When he leained that Mr. to the booksellers generally. We know of one and a part of the load was taken off’. The
DIED—In York, on Saturday last, very sud
Gen. Isaac Hodsdon, ?
McIntire bad been seized, he made r.o at at least who would like to give “ a parent” load carried by the Engine, however, on the denly, Samuel Lunt, Esq.
Hon. Jon. P. Rogers, s ^angOr"
tempt to rescue him from the hands of the proof of this fact, by selling him a large lot of most difficult part of the road, notwithstand
In Alfred, 9th inst. Porter Lambert, Esq.,
Hon. Sam’l. Butman, Dixmonk
formerly;of Danvers, xMass., aged 55 years.
50 trespassers, but Ze/t his200 men and “ six “ common school and classical” books at from
Henry Butman, Esq.,
In Portsmouth, 8th inst. Mr. William Weeks,
pounder” and repaired post haste to the seat 20 to 40 per cent, discount from the actual ing the adverse wind, was equal to 292
Hon. H. J. Anderson, Belfast.
Printer, aged 56 years.
Mr. W. formerly pub
of Government, to carry the news and 10—gel cosj_stock, from one to five years old, out of tons!
Hon. Gorham Parks, Portland.
lished the Kennebunk Gazette in this town,-from
out of “ harm’s way.”
If Maj. Strickland date and depreciated in value on his hands,
Kennebunk, August 8,1839.
Factory Girls.—Over $100,000 have this place he removed to Saco and published the
had been a brave and judicious officer, would because of the frequent “ changing of books.”
“ Freeman’s Journal,”—from Saco to Portland,
he have permitted the Land Agent to be That this “ changing” is a “ serious obsta been deposited in the Lowell (Mass.) Savings where he published the Freeman's Friend, and,
RANAWAY
carried off’without an effort to rescue him? cle to the education of the poor,” however, is
ROM the subscriber, on the 21st ult.
Bank, by 928 of the Girls employed in the after remaining there a short time, lost his prop
If he had understood his duty, either as a cant—fudge. There is no ground at all for
erty by fire
He then became publisher of the
Charles Rideout (formerly known
civil or military officer, would he have be the declaration.—One of the leading ob Factories in that city. The Anti-Bankites Portsmouth N. H. Gazette, in which office he
as Arial Rideout,) aged 15 years, an in
come the carrier of “Ais own express,” and jects of the proposed County (not “ State”) should look at this ! The Girls surely must remained several years, and was afterwards one dented apprentice to the Blacksmith’s busi
of the publishers of the People’s Advocate.
left bis command at an hour when they es Convention was to agree upon a list of school have some sinister motives ’.
ness. All persons are hereby forbid har
In Eliot, Mr. Mark Remick, aged 46 years.
pecially needed a commander ? Mr. Mc books, to be used in the common schools
boring or trusting said boy on my account,,
Intire might easily have been rescued, and it throughout the county, for the purpose of re
The Great Western and British Queen
as I shall pay no bills of his contracting.
Maj. S. had directed his attention to this ob moving the “ burthen” complained of.—The left New York on the 1st inst. for England.
SHIP NEWS
PARKER FALL.
ject,—the necessity of the appointment of a talk about “ sectarian influence”—“ foreign
Kennebunk, August 7, 1839.
The
former
left
her
pier
at
1
P.
M.
and
the
KENNEBUNK.
AUGUST
17,
1839
special Land Agent would have been avoid emissaries”—“ reverend agent,” &c. &c. is
ed—the seizure of the Provincial Land all misapplied. “ A parent” is evidently ac latter at about 2.
NEW GOODS.
memoranda.
Agent would not have been made—the story tuated by private spleen, and the desire of
Ar. at Saco, 8th, schs. Maine, Smith, and f|pHE subscriber has just selected and
One million of dollars, in specie, went to Elizabeth, Leavitt, Boston ; 9th, schs, Charles, JL received from the late arrivals from
that it was“ probable the number ol trespasj operating politically.
sers” would be “constantly augmenting”
A County Convention, similar to the one Europe in the steamers British Queen and Tarbox ; Koret, Hill, and Marcia, Smith, Bos England and France a new end fashionable
wouhl not have been officially communicated proposed by our correspondent, is much Great Western, and the Havre packet, on ton; Thomas, Felker, Nantucket. —Sid. 8th, assortment of English and French Prints,
to our authorities, and a “reinforcement of needed in this comity.
sips. Packet, Weare, and Comet, Norton, Bos Rich Muslin
de laines, Muslin de laine
Our Common
300 men” would not have been advised.
ton ; 9th, sch. Mayflower, Emery, do. ; 10th, Prints, de Laine Handkerchiefs and Shawls,.
Schools—emphatically the poor man’s friend, the 1st inst.
schs. Hudson. Clark, Agricola, Gordon ; Merca Mourning Prints, Mourning Handkerchiefs
Upon the arrival ot’Maj. Strickland at Au the poor man’s boast—have been sadly neg
New Post Office.—A new Post Office tor, Smith, and Maine, Smith, Boston; sloop and Shawls, Cashmere Shawls, Gentlemen’s
gusta, Gov. Fairfield sent a message to the lected.
We are “ behind the age.” A
Legislature communicating the intelligence Convention could and doubtless would do has been established at “ Goodwin’s Mills,” in William, Manning, Ipswich.
and Ladies’ Silk and Kid Gloves, Open
Ar. at Liverpool, 12th ult. Robert Morris, Per Work Black Fancy Gloves, Colored Kid
brought by that officer, and forthwith ap much to increase the interest in and elevate Lyman, and Lorenzo D. Trafton appointed
kins, Cadiz. Cid. 10th, Eliza Thornton, Patter and Silk Gloves, Ladies’
pointed a special agent (J. P. Rogers, Esq.,) the character of these institutions—“ our
Bro. Cotton
son, Savannah.
to proceed to Frederickton and confer with country’s pride and hope.” But it is a la Post-Master.
Hose with Silk Clocks—a beautiful article f
Ent inwards at London, 9th ult. Diantha,
Sir John Harvey in relation to the ab mentable fact, that there is a class of men
White and Colored Cambricks, White Linen,
Stretching a Vine,—or a Story.—The Williams, from Matanzas.
duction of the Land Agent, ascertain wheth in community who, like “ a parent,” are able
At Liverpool, 13tb ult. ship Marcia Cleaves, Cambric Inserting, Russia Diaper, Linen,
Greenfield
Mercury
says
that
a
gentleman
er the outrage was countenanced by the to and do send their children to private
Table Covers, 6 7 and 8-4 Bandanna and:
Murphy, Boston, soon.
Provincial Government, and demand the schools or academies, who care nothing a- of that town had the curiosity to measure
Victoria and*
At Havana, 1st inst. brigs Lima, and Persever Pongee Silk Handkerchiefs,
a
squash
vine
and
ascertain
its
growl-;
;
and
instant release of our citizens. The agent bout our common schools. Their conduct
Persian Sewing Cottons, White and Color
ance, une
he
found
that
in
twenty-four
hours
it
was also instructed to acquaint Gov. H. says—“ let them go—let ignorance be added
ed Knitting Cotton, and also Shirting and
with the intention of the Government of this to poverty—let our children become learned, stretched itself eleven inches and a half!
Sheeting, Brown and White Drilling, and
(tT
’
Notice
to
Debtors.
«¿Q
Slate to put an end to the business of but let our poor neighbors’ delve as they
[A gentleman, in this village, measured a
most kinds of Domestics that may-be want
OCT. J. H. MORSE having removed ed.
trespassing, if possible, and to destroy the can—the ignorant are the most easily dup squash vine, with the same object, a few
from town, has left his Notes and Ac
timber already cut if necessary to effect ed, are the most convenient tools,” and
—ALSO—
counts with the subscriber for settlement andA good assortment of West India Goodsand
this object, to ascertain whether Gov. Har hence their opposition to conventions—hence days ago, and found the growth, from noon
collection. Those persons indebted to him Groceries, Hard Ware, Crockery .-Ladies’ and
vey would resist such a movement, and gen their outcries about “ sectarianism”—their to 4 P. M., 4 hours, to be 4 1-2 inches !]
are requested immediately ,to call at my Gent’s. Calf and Kid Slippers of all kinds,.
erally to obtain such facts relating to the starting of bug-bears—their attempts to shut
Sad Catastrophe.—A young man by the office and make payment, or arrange the &c. &c.
persons engaged in pillaging the timber, the out light, and envelope all around them in
PORTER HALL.
abduction of our Agent, &c. as could be thick darkness. If the “ poor” are disposed to name of Simon Weymouth, reported to be terms for an extension of credit.
Kennebunk, August 10, 1839.
from
Sanford,
in
this
State,
was
drowned
in
B. F. EMERY, Att’y at Law.
collected.—Mr. Jarvis was also forthwith listen to such, to be influenced by their cant,
appointed Provisional Land Agent, /in and to work for their own and their chil Boston on Monday night last. It appears
Office opposite the Mousam House.
NOTICE.
from
an
account
published
in
the
Boston
compliance with the provisions of a re dren’s intellectual and inoral degradation,
Kennebunk, Aug. 14, 1839.
HE subscribers having contracted with
solve of the Legislature, of Feb. 16,) and j they must do so. If they are wise, they will Transcript, that he, in company with two
the town of Kennebunk-port to sup
others, was pursued by the watchman, from
was ordered to repair to the “ scene of the ! act differently.
AUCTION.
port the poor of said town for one year flora
a certain house in or near Brighton street,
trouble” with as little delay as possible, in
ILL be sold at Public Auction, on the 13tb of April, 1839, hereby give notice?
where the watchmen were called by the
company with Maj. Strickland who had
Saturday, the seventh day of Septem that they have made suitable provision for
E
rratum.—In the editorial article headed mistress of the house, who complained that
been furnished with funds and instructed
ber next, at nine o’clock in the forenoon,their
all support, and are ready to fulfil their
she
had
been
insulted
by
them.
In
his
“
Elections,
”
in
our
last
number,
we
inad

to procure “ from 200 to 300 additional men,”
the Furniture in the Public House of the late contract in every particular.—All persons are
flight
this
young
man
ran
down
Spaulding
’
s
and there “ proceed to execute the resolve vertently stated that N. Carolina, Tennessee
Jonathan Stone of Kennebunk.—Said Fur therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of
wood wharf, not knowing, probably, where
of24th January.”
and Alabama gave decided Van Buren ma he was going, and, being unable, owing to niture is nearly new ; having been in use said Paupers on our account, or on account of
DANIEL NASON.
This brings us to the War Message. The jorities at the last Presidential Election, &c. the darkness of the night, to see the end one year only.
the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not
Kennebunk, August 17, 1839.
Ln™ne«rweeke ThTtoelli^n't'1 and
The sentence should have read
At the last oFlhe“wharf, he fell overboard -The body
pay any bills of their contracting, of any name
or nature whatever.—We deem it proper to
did reader will judge for himself whether Presidential Election there were decided Van was s00t> recovered an a
e mea
FOR SME.
give notice that we have contracted with
Gov Fairhe'^=h as to wa. ' B„ren ^ori,ie8 in North Cal.oli[)a and Ala. ~
HE House occupied by E. E. Bourne, Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical
"^c^od^eW^™ whT- bamat-Tenne^b Kentucky and Indiana
Esq. and the Store occupied by P. & services to the poor for the year above nam
ed.
JOHN HUTCHINS,3d.
A. Walker. For terms enquire of William
■Mr. Zebedee Kendall, father of Amos
er a somewhat more courteous demeanor were strong whig States,
FRANCIS BOSTON.
JOSEPH G. MOODY.
Kendall, P. M. G., died at his residence in Lord, Esq.
would not have better befitted him and,
—
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839..
August 1,1839.
Dunstable,
on
Monday
last,
aged
84
years.
Mr.
Clay
was
at
Saratoga
last
week.
saved the State trouble and cost—whether I

j

!

k

O THE AFFLICTED! DR. RICH
ARD.-TO
THE
PUBLIC.-The
IMPORTANT!
BRANDRETIJ’S PILLS,
amount oi bodily and mental misery
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
arising from a neglect of small complaints
Bitters, for the cure of all those prevalent
certain state of the mind accompanied /W proved by the experience of thousands to
LINES—————
be, when properly persevered with, a certain is incalculable, and it is therefore of the ut diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Bilious
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
in every form of the Only One Disease, most importance that a strict attention to the or Liver Complaints,
From Halleck’s fanny.
Dizziness or Head
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and cure
all having the same origin, and invariably arise least and most trifling bodily infirmities ache, Wandering or settled Pains, Sinking,
Young thoughts have music in them, love,
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
And happiness their theme ;
medical writers supposed this disease to be namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula should be had ; for diseases of the body in Faintness, Nervous Debility, Costiveness
And music wanders in the wind
variably affect the mind. MOFFAT’S VEG Piles, and al! general derangements of
confined
to those particular regions of the ab tion of the BLOOD
That lulls a morning dream.
ETABLE LIFE MEDICINES, in every health, caused by an unhealthy slate of the
domen,
technically
called
hypochondria,
In
a
period
of
little
more
than
three
years
in
And there are angel voices heard,
instance where they have been thoroughly stomach and bowels, which have been just
the
United
States,
they
have
restored
to
a
state
of
which
are
situated
on
the
right
or
left
side
of
In childhood’s frolic hours,
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED used, have TRIUMPHED OVER DIS ly “ styled the storehouse of disease.”—
When life is but an April day,
The These Bitters have proved a ceriain and
THOUSAND persons, who were given over as EASE in all its diversified forms,
Of sunshin^ and of showers.
chondriasis.
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal incurable by physicians of lhe first rank and salutary effects of the Lile Medicines have, speedy remedy. They preclude the necessi
and in many cases when every other in fact, been so universally experienced, that ty of using Pills. Dr. R. considers it unne
There’s music in the forest leaves,
/
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or standing,
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
When summer winds are there,
in the short space of three years, they have cessary to publish a long list of puffing re
bowels,
acrid
eructations,
costiveness,
spas

In
all
cases
of Pain or Weakness, whether it become fully established as the most easy, commendations upon which the merits of
And in the laugh of forest girls,
modic
pains,
giddiness,
dimness
of
sight,
pal

be
chronic
or
recent,
whether
it
be
deafness
or
That braid their sunny hair.
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu safe and perfect mode of treatment ever of many advertised medicines depend.
The first wild bird that drinks the dew
¿T^CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
the attention upon any subject of importance tional or from some immediate cause, whether fered to the public.
From violets in the spring,
It is unnecessary, here, for Mr. Moffat to
They are put in Flat Boules, with the
or engaging in anything that demands vigor it be from internal or external injury, it will be
Has music in his song, and in
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be cured by persevering in the use of these Pills. recapitulate all the reasons which have in following words blown in the glass “ S. 0.
The fluttering of his wing.
conclusion. Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass.”
This great principle of “PURGING” in duced him to arrive at this
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
There’s music in the dash of waves,
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is It is sufficient for him to say, that the disin with a label which covers the cork, and be
When the swift bark cleaves the foam ;
total derangement of the nervous system.— found much more convenient to take an occa- terested testimony of his fellow citizens who sure that a fac simile of my signature is up
There’s music heard upon her deck,
dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always have been induced to use the Life Medi on the label, so that the cork cannot be
The
mental feelings and peculiar train of• sional
The mariner’s song <>f home.
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
ideas that haunt lhe imagination and over blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that cines, will freely be offered io any one drawn without destroying it, also a fac sim
When moon and star-beams smiling meet
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di if you are not killed, you will be sure to have who may feel disposed to call at his Office, ile of my signature upon the outer en
At midnight on the sea ;
And there is music once a week,
versity. The wisest and best of men areas months of miserable weakness, and the only one 367 Broad way. He has there on file sever velope, without which none are genuine.
al thousand letters, voluntarily proffered by The great success of this medicine has in
In Scudder’s balcony.
open to this affliction as the weakest.
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the
his patients, the receipt and perusal of which duced a number of unprincipled persons to
TREATMENT.
—
The
principal
objects
of
difference between the appearance of those two
But the music of ynung thoughts too soon
has
given him more pleasure than all the imitate it in various ways.—Remember his
persons
—
one
has
been
treated
by
your
regular,
treatment are to remove indigestion and
Is faint and dies away,
Bitters cannot be obtained of Pedlars on any
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he wealth of the East could confer.
And from our morning’ dreams we wake,
The reader may not perhaps be aware pretence whatever.
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear is, see how the shadow of death throws his
To curse the corning day.
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, that the origin of Moffat’s Life Medicines
And childhood’s frolic hours are brief,
see how he trembles in every limb ; Icis eyes was the result of a protracted and painful ill Agent for the New England Stales. Pre”
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care sunk
And oft in after years,
; his teeth destroyed —his constitution,
of their originator, Mr. John Moffat.-— pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at
Their memory comes to chill the heart,
fully regulated by the occasional use ofa perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how ness
And dim the eye with tears.
mild aperient.
We know nothing better the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He When taken ill, Mr. M. was a prosperous Richardson’s Laboratory. Sold Wholesale
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com and flourishing merchant in the lower part and Retail at his office No. 15, Hanover
To-day the forest leaves are green,
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme of the city ; and having consulted and em street, Boston, and by most Druggists
They’ll wither on the morrow,
The bowels being dies saved him.” Energetic .measures! i. e. ployed a number of our most skilful phy throughout the New England States. Mer
And the maiden’s laugh be changed ere !on<r, tain in their operation.
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, sicians ; he, after months of suffering, was chants in the country can receive them
To the widow’s wail of sorrow ;
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti better say.—So to save life you must half poison prevailed upon to purchase the recipe of the safely packed in boxes, by forwarding an
Come with the winter’s snows, and ask,
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and with that comforter of the teeth and gums— invaluable preparation which he now offers order, and the usual discount will be allow
Where are the forest birds ?
ed on the sale. Price 75 cents per bottle.
The answer is a silent one,
without dispute have proved a great blessing MERCURA—and positively make a man mis to the public.
The effect of the Life Medicines in his His dry Bitters put up in a pressed form are
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
More eloquent than words.
to the numerous public.
. called curing. Shocking folly !
own case was unparalleled in the history 50 cts. per paper.
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the of Medical experience ; and he immediately
The moonlight music ofthe waves,
Sold also by D. Remich, xAlex. Warren, fc
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver determined to offer to the world a Medicine
In storms is heard no more,
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of to which he not only owed his life but his S. .Ionian, Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John Hi
•When the yivid lightning mocks the wreck,
thority in existence condemns it, every medi conscious strength, his countenance is clear happiness. The uniform success which has Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
At midnight on the shore,
Berry, Saco ; York, Samtiel A. Douglass;
And the mariner’s song of home has ceased, cal practitioner that is acquainted with it and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with since attended their administration in every
His course is on the sea,
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, t he feeling of new life and animation; he has instance where a fair trial has been given do. Samuel Adams; Buxton, Thomas S.
And music ceases when it rains,
and that the latter shbuld do so in opposition been confined a few days to his bed, but he us them, has been attested by thousands and Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Rumery ; Water
borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Benj. F.
In Scudder’s balcony.
to their personal interests, must be attributed ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and incontestibly proves their intrinsic merit.
rose without any injury being sustained
Chadbourne ; North Berwick, Jeremiah
either to their candor and love of truth, or to soon
The LIFE MEDICINES can be taken Lord; Great Falls, Mark Noble; Dover,
by his constitution. Jrfstead ofbeing months in
Sheriff’s Sale.
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob a weak state he will be stronger, after he has with safety by persons of any age ; and the
Wm. B. Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John 11.
York, ss../rAKEN °" Execution a- servation, ami the testimony of thousands.
entirely recovered the attack : because his
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that blood and fluids have become purified, and hav feeble, lhe infirm, the nervous and the deli Wheeler.
gainst Thomas Cocks,
JL
Kennebunk, Mgrch 27, 1839.
George W. Bates and Francis Marshall, all his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the cate are strengthened by their operation, be
of New York, Stone-cutters, in favor of eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad solids are thereby renovated, and hb is not borne cause by their prompt and proper action up
state of Maine.
Barnabas Palmer, of Kennebunk, Esq., mits that they will not. He lays no claim to down by useless particles, but has renewed his on the secretions of the system, and their Resolve proposing an amendment ofthe Con
assimilation with and purification of the
twenty-eight shares of the capital stock of the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,” life and body both.
stitution of the State.
The principle of purging with Brandrelh’s blood, they clear the system of all bad hu
the York County Granite Company,—(a and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
ESOLVED, Two thirds of both Houses
Corporation established by law)—the prop the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de mors, quiet all nervous irritability, and inva
ofthe Legislature concurring, that the
riably
produce
sound
health.
cayed
particles
from
the
body,
—
the
morbid
and
erty of' said Cocks, Bates and Marshall. does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
Constitution ofthe Slate he amended by strik
For
full
particulars
relative
to
lhe
various
corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
Said shares, or as many of them as shall ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous which cause disease—they impede the func diseases and modes of treatment with the ing out the fourth section ofthe sixth article
be sufficient to satisfy said Execution and diseases of all kinds ; in weakness ofthe di tions of the liver when they settle upon that Life Medicines, the reader is referred to the thereof, and substituting in the room thereof,
charges of sale, will be sold at public ven gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, organ, and which, when th^y settle upon the Good Samaritan, published gratuitously by the words following, viz : “ Section 4. All ju
due at my office, to wit, at my store in whether of the lungs or the liver; in the muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the W. B. MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, in which dicial officers, now in office, or who may be
Kennebunk, in said county, on Saturday, the dreadful debility occasioned by the use of nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro are also published a selection from numer hereafter appointed, shall from and after the
twenty-fourth day of August next, 1839, at purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos ous flattering and congratulatory letters re first day of March, in the year eighteen hun
2 o’clock afternoon.
pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves ceived the past few months.
dred and forty, hold their offices for the term
Conditions of payment liberal.
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
of
disorders
so
melancholy
to
the
sufferer
and
MOFFAT’S
VEGETABLE
LIFE of seven years from the time of their respec
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease all who behold them.
Kennebunk, July 16th, 1839.
PILLS and PHENIX BITTERS, are sold tive appointments (unless sooner removed by
which is brought on by intemperance ; in
impeachment or by address of both branches
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
lhe wretched horrors of mind and body which the true cure for all these complaints, and eve wholesale and retail by WM. B. MOFFAT, of the Legislature to the Executive) and no
Carriage Manufactory.
accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser 367 Broadway, New-York, to •whom all let longer, unless re-appointed thereto.”
petite, langpur, melancholy, pains in the tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it ters must be directed post-paid.
Resolved, That the Selectmen of the several
head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming rpHE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION in towns, Assessors of the several plantations,
known,
and
more
and
more
appreciated.
uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
A which the celebrated LIFE PILLS and Aldermen of the cities, are hereby em
The cure by purging may more depend up
state ofthe fluids—in all these cases, and in
and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis powered and directed to notify the inhabit
on
the
laws
which
produce
sweetness
or
purity
others mentioned in the bills of directions
factorily demonstrated by the increasing de ants of said towns, plantations and cities, in
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, than may be generally imagined. Whatever mand for them in every Slate and section the manner prescribed by law, al their next
tends
to
stagnate
will
produce
sickness,
because
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
it tends to putrefaction ;therefore the necessity of the Union, and by the voluntary tes annual meeting in September, to give in their
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT of
timonials to their remarkable efficacy which votes upon the following question, viz
constant exercise is seen.
FAMILY PILLS, (lhe best known) which
When constant exercise cannot be used are every where offered. It is not less from “ Shall the Constitution ofthe Stale be so aC. W. KIMBALL
are sold with them, will effect immediate re FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of a deeply gratifying confidence that they are mended as to strike out the fourth section of
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. the means of extensive and inestimable good
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond Thus the conduits ofthe Blood, the fountain among his afflicted fellow creatures, than the 6th article, and substitute in the room
thereof ibe words following ? viz: “Sec. 4.
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
a doubt by daily testimonies which would of life, are kept free from those impurities from interested considerations, that the pro All judicial officers, now in office, er who may
which
would
prevent
its
steady
current
minis

Alexander Warren’s, Apothecary, formerly be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
prietor of these pre-eminently successful he hereafter appointed, shall from and after
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it EVANS can conscientiously request confi tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre medicines
is desirous of keeping them con- the first day of March, in the year eighteen
vented from becoming mixed with it.
It is naup in good order for the above named busi dence.
The sale of hundred and forty, hold their offices for the
which is thus assisted through the means, stanily before the public eye.
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
Other and more conclusive demonstrations fure
every additional box and boule is a guaran term of seven years from the lime of their re
which she has provided for herself.
GONS, of any style, built to order and war of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile andDoutlets
r. Brandreth s Offices in New York lee that some person will be relieved
ranted.
—also—
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are! are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276, greater or less degree of suffering, and be spective appointments, (unless sooner remov
ed by impeachment, or by address of both
submitted
by
the
following
important
and
ex

Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
Chaise Repairing & Pamtmg,
improved in general health ; for in no case branches of the Legislature to the Executive,)
traordinary cures effected by their highly
Philadelphia,8 North Eight Street.
of suffering from disease can they be taken and no longer, unless reappointed thereto.”
done at short notice and on the most reasona medicinal qualities—all of which may be■
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
in vain. The proprietor has never known
ble terms.
—also—
Resolved, That the inhabitants of said towns,
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
nor
been informed of an instance in which plantations and cities, shall vote by ballot up
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to 100, Chatham st. One or two of these he,
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
they have failed to do good. In lhe most on said questions ; those in favor of said athe old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina\
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as rnendment, expressing it by the word Fes, up
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be ting public.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
chronic dyspepsia, torpid liver, rheumatism, on their ballots, and those opposed to the apurchased in this State. Various kinds of Dr. W . EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
asthma, nervous and bilious head-ache, cos- rnendment, expressing it by the word Ab, up
LUMBER taken in part payment.
thanks ol one who has been a great sufferer for sev’
tiveuess, piles, general debility, scrofulous on their ballots.
March 28, 1838.
eral years, for lhe great benefit she has received from( ’ New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
swellings and ulcers, scurvy, sail rheum, and
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills, She.
Resolved, That the Selectmen, Assessors and
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
FOR BOSTON.
all other chronic affections ofthe organs and Aidermen shall preside at said meetings, re
ness across lhe stomach, shortness of breath., and palpi
[ET
How
to
be
secure
from
Counterfeit
Pills
membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity ceive, count ami declare the votes in open
HE new schooner Eliza tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
to be Brandreth!s Pills.
and permanency which few persons would
beth, Lewis L. Worm her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, heri purporting
Never purchase without being positively sure theoretically believe, but to which thousands meeting; and the Clerks of said towns, plan
wood master, will run during
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with■ that the person selling has an Engraved cer
tations and cities shall make a record of said
lhe ensuing season as a regular out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy tificate of Agency, and [pr’observe it has been have testified from happy experience. In proceedings and of the number of votes, in
life comfortably again.
Packet between this port and Boston. The
renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee colds and coughs, which, if neglected su the presence of the Selectmen, Assessors and
M«s. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
Elizabeth has elegant accommodations for
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1 after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the perinduce the most fatal diseases of the Aidermen, aforesaid, and transmit a true and
lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general, attested copy of said record, sealed up, to the
Passengers. Freight will be received on ac have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to holder are genuine.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied these medicines, if taken but lor three or Secretary of Slate, and cause the same to be
commodating terms and carefully attended to. my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling four days, never fail. Taken at night, they delivered io said Secretary on or before the
For freight or passage apply to Ezekiel in
my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
in Maine—or by ordering from
my so promote the insensible perspiration, and first Wednesday of January next.
Wormwood, at his store in Kennebunk, or continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ Agent
New England Office,
so relieve the system of febrile action and
Resolved, That the Secretary of Stale shall
to the Master on board, at Capt. Daniel ent kindsof medicine without effect, until!commenced Principal
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
feculent obstructions, as to produce a most cause this Resolve to be published in all the
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient PillsCurtis’s wharf.
SOLD
ONLY
IN
KENNEBUNK
BY
their beneficial effectsupon me astonish all who knew
delightful sense of convalescence in the newspapers printed in the Slate, for three
Kennebunk, April 15, 1839.
tf
n»y situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
morning ; and though the usual symptoms months at least before the second Monday of
to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
ofa cold should partially return during the September next, and also cause copies there
NOTICE.
mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, day, the repetition of a suitable dose at lhe of, with a suitable form of a Return to be sent
HpHE Schooner GRAPE will
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
and Seleucus Adams ;
Dr. Wm. Evans.
next hour of bed-time will almost invariably forthwith to the Selectmen of all the towns,
sail from Perkins’ wharf,
Lyman, William Huntress;
He therefore need only add that his
effect permanent relief, without further aid. and to the Assessors of all the plantations,
^eRnebunk-port, and from the
Alfred,
B.
F.Chadbourne
;
Their effect upon fevers ofa more acute and and to the Aldermen of all the cities in the
in Boston, as a regular Pack CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ; violent kind is not less sure and speedv, if ta State. And said Secretary shall, as early as
FAMILY
APERIENT
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston, his excellent
Lebanon,
Libbey
&
Wood
;
ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons may be, in the next session of the Legislature,
and will sail every week from Kennebunk to PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms lay all such returns before said Legislature
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind at No. 100, Chatham st. New York, and of
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
of the most alarming kind, will awake with with an abstract thereof,showing the number
and weather permitting. For Freight or his authorised agents in town and country.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
the gratifying consciousness that the fierce and slate of the votes.
O^The above invaluable medicines can
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward,
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
be obtained, at the following places, from the
enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea
Kennebunk-port, or at lhe T. in Boston.
Li the House of Representatives, March 12,
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H. sily subdued.
AGENTS.
In the same way, visceral
1839, Read and passed —
D. & S. WARD.
Spear ;
turgescence, iho’ long established, and visce
Kennebunk-port, April 11, 1839.
H. HAMLIN, Speaker.
Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- ral inflammations, however critical, will yield
In Senate, March 13, 1839.
man
;
S.
L.
Goodale,
Saco
;
JP'IIJVTS St Oils.
—the former to small and the latter to large
Read and passed—
York, Alexander Dennett;
D. Remich, Kennebunk;
FBI HE subscriber has on hand a general asdoses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
JOB PRINCE, President
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
> sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL
Thos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless
March 14, 1839. Approved.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, p; M. ;
S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport ;
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,
ness, and very many other varieties of lhe
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
which he will sell at a small profit for the
Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
S. Gardner, Bowdoinham ;
game pay, or approved credit.
cacy of lhe Phenix Bitters. Full directions
STATE OF MAINE.
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, for lhe use of these medicines, and showing
Wm. Palmer, P. M. Gardiner ;
JAMES HUBBARD.
Secretary’s Office, )
P.
M.
;
West
do.
J.
&
S.
C.
Adams;
R- G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
their distinctive applicability to different
Augusta, May 15, 1839.
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo complaints, accompany them ; and they can
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’:
Blacksmith’s Business.
be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367
Cornish, John McLellan ;
HE subscriber respectfully informs the
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
Broadway, where numerous certificates of copy of the original Resolve in this office,
Litnington, James McArthur;
inhabitants of Kennebunk and vicini
R. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
their unparalleled success are always open to and in pursuance thereof request all printers
Waterborough, James Leavett;
ty, that be has taken the shop formerly ocJoshua Dillingham, Camden;
of newspapers in this State, to publish the
inspection.
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
cupied by Mr. Furbish, where he intends
same “ for three months at least before the
1 hos. Hodgman, Warren ;
(t^All
post
paid
letters
will
receive
im

Buxton, T. Belles";
carrying on the
J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
second Monday of September next”-—agree
mediate attention.
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
BLACKSMITH’S BUSINESS
ably to the provision therein contained.
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle ;
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B.
Acton, Wm. Evans.
in all its various branches, and solicits a
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill ;
A. R. NICHOLS, Secretary of State.
MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, New York. A
share of public patronage.
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
Ambrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
liberal
deduction
made
to
those
who
pur

241 Broadway, N. Y.
J. Crockett, Norway ;
He will attend to the manufacturing of
„„
JVOTJCE.
chase to sell again.
May, 1839.
Edge Tools, Shoeing Horses, Oxen, or in
J. K. Miller, Oldtown ;
HE subscriber having contracted with
A
gent—Daniel Rernich, Kennebunk.
fact any thing pertaining to his profession.
Caleb Crafts, Minot;
the town of Kennebunk, to support
CIDER VINEGAR
The Life Medicines may also be had of the poor of said town for one year, hereby
GEORGE W. TAYLOR.
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ;
the principal druggists in every town gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
Kennebunk, June 29, 1839.
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
throughout the United Sta’tes and the Cana vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
IL N. Palmer, Belfast.
ARTRIDGE’S LEATHER PRESERKennebunk, Aug. 3, 1839.
das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
VATIVE, for Chaise tops, Harnesses,
nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of of said town on his account or on account of
New-York.
OLMAN’S MEDICINES, constantly John Moffat’s signature is upon the label for
&c. &c. For sale by
D. REMICH.
April 20, 1839.
jy.
the town, as he will pay no bill for their
for sale by
D. REMICH. ’
each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
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